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Francis Henry Grice’s Daguerrean Views:
Reverend Augustus Hammond Conant and Betsey Kelsey Conant, Reverend
Arthur Buckminster Fuller, Oliver Cowdery, and Joseph Smith and Emma Hale
Smith
“I instantly recognized Augustus and Betsey’s faces. Excitedly, I messaged the woman to
tell her I was fairly confident that I knew who the couple in the photo were, and not only
that, that I lived in Augustus’s childhood home!” Jillian Pariseault, Summer 2021.
Video: The Daguerreotype - Photographic Processes Series - Chapter 2 of 12 - YouTube

Preface
“I have in possession a little bit of white silk thread which I carry a large part of the time in my bosom,
and after bringing in very near to my lips put it back. Isn't that queer? What do you suppose it means?
Do you give it up? Well, I may as well tell you a little more about it; that little bit of silk thread ties up a
tiny lock of hair, and a lock of hair is in a papier-mâché daguerreotype case containing the picture of a
mother and daughter. Ah, you will guess the rest, and how, in the absence of the originals, the heart in
its yearnings gives way to image worship, and pictures get the kisses love [I] would give the dear ones,
made by a year of separation to seem more endearing than ever before. It can hardly be helped this
image worship, and have I learned to reconcile it with my Unitarianism, and think of no sinful idolatry,
but rather akin to true Christian devotion… I believe that in a kind of piety which comes natural to me,
in the exercise of which is quite spontaneous. My wife and children, ah, how large is a space they fill in
the world of my thoughts and affections! How much of the heaven of memory and of hope takes their
blessedness from them, and has its sanctity and joy bound up with them!”
Chaplain Augustus Conant wrote the above to his wife Betsey on October 5, 1862, from the 19th Illinois
Volunteer Infantry camp at Nashville, Tennessee. He had been in the field for a year. Four months later,
Augustus Conant would be dead at the age of 52 from the effects of battlefield exhaustion and exposure
suffered at Murfreesboro. 1 The image Rev. Conant so treasured might be seen in Appendix 2 below.
Told here is a story of heroic people, several daguerreotypes (captured circa 1844-50), and the quest for
full and equal Black2 citizenship in America. The saga begins near the dawning of the Age of Jackson in
1824 with the birth of daguerreotypist Francis Henry Grice in Port au Prince, Republic of Hayti. 3,4 The
tale’s culmination came with the nearly simultaneous deaths of Unitarian Reverends Augustus

1

Collyer, R. A Man in Earnest: Life of A. H. Conant, Boston, H. B. Fuller. 1868. p195-6.
“Black” is capitalized here following the well-reasoned style guidance of the Columbia Journalism Review. Why we
capitalize ‘Black’ (and not ‘white’) - Columbia Journalism Review (cjr.org)
3
Inabinet, Brandon. Review of Whigging Out: Controversy in the Age of Jackson, by Lynn Hudson Parsons, John Lauritz
Larson, Donald B. Cole, and Daniel Walker Howe. Rhetoric and Public Affairs 13, no. 3 (2010), p 481–501.
http://www.jstor.org/stable/41936462. This is an essay/book review of four tomes that deal with many contentious aspects
of the Age of Jackson (roughly 1815-1848) that remain unresolved in 2021.
4
“Hayti” was the preferred spelling of modern Haiti during much of the 19th century. Republic of Haiti (1820–1849) Wikipedia From 1820-1849 the entire Island of Santo Domingo was a constitutional republic. Placing Francis Grice’s
birth in Haiti is supported by the fact that he sought and obtained American citizenship in 1872. An 1824 year of
birth fits best with the documents of the milestones of Francis Grice’s life.
2

Hammond Conant and Arthur Buckminster Fuller near Civil War battlefields during the few weeks
surrounding the issuance of Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation on January 1, 1863.
Ironically, but perhaps not surprisingly, multiple images of the white persons exist, but no view of any
type has yet been found of the daguerreotypist F. Grice, who was Black. Fatefully, he was the
daguerreotypist who captured the likenesses of the other five. Also, not surprisingly, very few personal
details are known about Betsey Kelsey Conant, the white woman whose courageousness can be
confidently recognized, if only by inference.
Francis Henry Grice was a son of a leading Baltimore free Black American, Hezekiah Grice. Among many
other things, Hezekiah was an agent distributing Freedom’s Journal, the first American Black
newspaper. 5 He was the leader of the three Black Baltimoreans who formed the Legal Rights
Association to advance their demand for their birthrights as native-born American citizens. 6 When
William Lloyd Garrison and Benjamen Lundy, publishers of The Genius of Universal Emancipation in
Baltimore, were mobbed and run out of town, Hezekiah Grice, their associate, left with them, but
Hezekiah returned. Genius was the forerunner of Garrison’s renowned newspaper, The Liberator. 7
In 1830 Hezekiah Grice and Garrison met to discuss a national Black convention. Garrison had favored
the scheme advanced by men like Henry Clay, Daniel Webster, and Francis Scott Key to colonize free
American Blacks like Grice in Africa. 8 Grice was a staunch opponent of African colonization. 9
David Walker’s Appeal to the Colored Citizens of the World had just appeared in 1830. 10 David Walker
established one of the main underpinnings of anticolonization logic: colonization would sever the bond
between Blacks enslaved and those free. Black leaders like Hezekiah Grice used this argument to
persuade many whites of colonization’s dangers. 11
William Lloyd Garrison recanted his belief in gradual abolitionism and apologized for holding it. He
became a fiery “immediate” abolitionist. Consequently, he was forced to abandon his prior favorable
views on colonization and the American Colonization Society. 12
5

On at least two occasions Lundy took notice of Grice's work as a mapmaker. "Colony in Canada," Genius
of Universal Emancipation, August 1830, and October 1830.
6
Jones, Martha S. Birthright Citizens: A History of Race and Rights in Antebellum America. India: Cambridge
University Press, 2018. Cambridge Core - Journals & Books Online | Cambridge University Press
"Baltimore Emigration Society," Genius of Universal Emancipation, November 1824 (reprinted from the American,
September 4, 1824.)
7
Bragg, George Freeman. Men of Maryland. United States: Church Advocate Press, 1914. p60.
8
The American Colonization Society - White House Historical Association (whitehousehistory.org)
9
Miller, Floyd J. The Search for a Black Nationality: Black Emigration and Colonization, 1787-1863. Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1975. The failure of Black emigration in Haiti was a leading source of opposition to free
Black colonization schemes in the 1820s. The rise of immediate abolition and Black convention movement of the
1830s provided “new avenues of protest” for free Blacks.
10
Walker, D. David Walker's Appeal, in Four Articles, Together with a Preamble to the Coloured Citizens of the World,
But in Particular, and Very Expressly, to Those of the United States of America. United States: Boston, 1830.
https://docsouth.unc.edu/nc/walker/menu.html David Walker was Black and not related to Jonathan Walker who
was white.
11
Herbert Aptheker, A Documentary History of the Negro People, New York: Citadel Press, 1969. vol 1, p100;
Hezekiah Grice was also a leader of the Haitian emigration movement. See Leon D. Pamphile, Haitians and African
Americans: A Heritage of Tragedy and Hope. Gainesville, University Press of Florida, 200., p34.
12
“In Park-Street Church, on the Fourth of July 1829, in an address on slavery, I unreflectingly assented to the
popular but pernicious doctrine of gradual abolition. I seize this opportunity to make a full and unequivocal

The hypothesis presented here places Francis Henry Grice, at
the age of about twenty years, in Nauvoo in 1844 when the
population peaked at about 12,000, rivaling Galena, Chicago,
Quincy, and Springfield for the title of the largest city in
Illinois. 13 Before dismissing the proposition presented here
based on Grice’s youth, remember that Arthur Fuller, owner,
and headmaster of the Belvidere Academy, was also about
twenty in 1844 and was also in Nauvoo that summer.
Four daguerreotypes of five “unidentified” subjects from the
Grice Collection of fifty-two daguerreotypes in the Library of
Congress are depicted here. 14 The four images are of Rev.
Augustus and Betsey Kelsey Conant, Rev. Arthus Buckminster
Fuller, Oliver Cowdery, Oliver Cowdery with his wife
Elizabeth Ann Whitmer Cowdery, and Joseph Smith, Jr., and
his wife, Emma Hale Smith. The chronicles of the images
cannot be told without including a description of the artist
who created them, Francis Henry Grice.

Hezekiah Grice was the father of the Black
Conventions in 1830 and of Franis Henry Grice.
Salt Lake Daily Tribune, November 09, 1873, p4, Salt
Lake City, Utah, US
https://newspaperarchive.com/salt-lake-daily-tribunenov-09-1873-p-4/

The accounts given here are, at best, approximations based
on circumstantial and sometimes conflicting evidence. The
Smiths and Cowderys were central figures in the creation
and early history of the Mormon Church. Francis Grice
followed the Mormons to Utah, whether by coincidence or
some yet-to-be-identified bond. Likely the Conants, Arthur
Buckminster Fuller, and Francis Grice were all in the same
place at the same time. If so, the most likely time for such a
gathering was the summer of 1844, a few weeks after the
murder of the Mormon Prophet Joseph Smith, Jr. The
meeting place was thus in Illinois, possibly at Nauvoo on the
Mississippi 15 miles northwest of Carthage, six miles north of
Keokuk, Iowa. 15

recantation, and thus publicly to ask pardon of my God, of my country, and of my brethren the poor slaves, for
having uttered a sentiment so full of timidity, injustice, and absurdity.” Garrison, W.L. A Memorial of William Lloyd
Garrison from the City of Boston. Boston: 1886. p35-37.
13
Nauvoo, Illinois - Wikipedia; Hoyt, Homer. One Hundred Years of Land Values in Chicago. University of Chicago,
1933. p49–50.
14
The reader will realize that the Nauvoo hypothesis is just that — an educated(?) guess. Readers will also realize
that the postulated identities of the daguerrean subjects can be questioned. Francis Grice has been identified by
others unofficially as a Mormon (vide infra), and his known life’s path to Salt Lake City coincides somewhat with the
early followers of that faith. The writer thinks it far more likely that Francis Grice clung to beliefs of the African
Methodist Episcopal Church of his father. Francis resigned as a trustee of the AME Church in Salt Lake in 1891 over
a dispute over siting a new church. The Salt Lake Tribune (Salt Lake City, Utah), 4 Apr 1891, Sat, p8. Martha
Grice’s religious views remain undiscovered.
15
Any of the cities (St. Louis, Quincy, Alton, Warsaw, and Galena) included on the summer of 1844 journey are
possible as the site of the recording of the images, as are others including Chicago, Rockford, and Elgin, Illinois.
Geneva and Belvidere might be considered, though these smaller towns were less frequently stops for the growing
legions of travelling daguerreotypists in the mid-1840’s.

I. The Discovery

“Dans les champs de l'observation le hasard ne favorise que les esprits préparés.” Chance favors the
prepared mind. 16 Jillian Pariseault has just such a mind. She studies historical dress from her vantage
point on U.S. Highway 7 between Pittsford and Brandon in Rutland County, Vermont. Jillian and her
husband, architect and polymath Jeff Dardozzi, have restored and now occupy a home built in the early
1820s by the Ebenezer Conant family.
Recently Jillian was viewing some daguerreotypes that depict historical dress on an internet site when
she saw two familiar faces. 17 She performed a Google image search and found a Library of Congress
page with a clipped picture at the top (the image is used as a header for many landing pages, including
the introduction, within the collection). The L.O.C. Daguerreotype Collection contains 864 images, with
437 listing the subject(s) as “Unidentified.” The picture Jillian immediately recognized had been clipped
from a daguerreotype titled Unidentified man and woman. F. Grice, ca1855. 18

16

“In the fields of observation chance favours only the prepared mind.” Pasteur, L. Lecture, University of Lille (7
December 1854).
17
Dardozzi, J., personal communication, July 2021.
18
Web site: Daguerreotypes - Background and Scope - Prints & Photographs Online Catalog (Library of Congress)
(loc.gov); Sixty-seven daguerreotypes in the Barboza collection were processed as DAG nos. 1332 through 1383 and
DAG nos. 1402 and 1403

Curiosity about this unique daguerreotype demanded further investigation. 19 As described, the
identities of its subjects have recently been rediscovered through both the original daguerreotype itself
and a clipped image portion of it. The Library of Congress acquired the image in 1999. 20,21
The image contains clues that suggest a mid-1840’s origin. Betsey’s "Barley curls" (long drop curls )
gained popularity among American women in the early 1840s. This style, worn especially by younger
women for dressier occasions, consisted of long ringlet curls hanging on either side of the face, with the
rest of the hair drawn back into a chignon or bun. American men by the 1840s adopted the pompadour
and sometimes sported fringe beards (a narrow beard along the jawline from the sideburns to the chin,
or just on the chin. Augustus had a pompadour and facial adornment (and still had it in the later
photo). 22 His frock coat with oversized buttons and his casual bow tie cravat suggest the mid-1840’s. 23
Puzzles are not solved by identifying a single piece—the predictable “who, what, where, when, why, and
how” queries arise. The photo’s subjects are now identified, as is the artist, F. Grice, who created it. The

The ca 1855-60 image on the left is of Augustus and Betsey Conant. If the image dates to about 1855 it
was likely captured as a tintype or an ambrotype. If captured earlier than 1855, the left image may be a
tintype or ambrotype copy of a daguerreotype. The right lower corner of the matting includes an
undecipherable name, likely the photographer’s, and the notation that it is a copy.
19

Identifying the type of a photographic image taken between 1839 (when the daguerreotype was publicly
announced) and 1860 is facilitated by the fact that almost all images made before 1854 were daguerreotypes.
Daguerreotypes are both positives and negatives at once and so could not be copied. In 1854 the ambrotype was
introduced, and in 1856 came the tintype (actually using iron, not tin). About 1860 came the adoption of the
albumen print on cardboard (the well-known Civil War “carte de visite” is an example). The Library of Congress
Prints and Photographs Division assembled its ambrotypes and tintypes under the umbrella of a single collection
designation to provide special storage and preservation measures. The image in this instance comes from the LOC
collection of daguerreotypes.
20
The image is from a collection of daguerreotypes purchased from Anthony Barboza by the Library of Congress
(DLC/PP-1999:022). Barboza, a Black photographic artist himself, collected daguerreotypes made by early Black
artists, many by either James Presley Ball of Cincinnati or Francis Grice. A total of 20 images of unidentified subjects
are contained within the Barboza purchase and they depict a total of 35 persons. Fifty-two images are in the LOC
Grice collection and all subjects are listed as “unidentified” and the images bear only descriptive titles. Sixty-seven
subjects are depicted in the Grice images. Grice, F, photographer. Unidentified Man and Woman, Seated, Facing
Front, ca. 1855. Photograph. [Unidentified man and woman, seated, facing front] | Library of Congress (loc.gov)
21
Ostendorf, Lloyd, and R. Bruce Duncan. "The Photographic Portraits of Stephen A. Douglas." Journal of the Illinois State
Historical Society (1908-1984) 67, no. 1 (1974): 6-78. Accessed August 12, 2021. http://www.jstor.org/stable/40191440
22
1840-1849 | Fashion History Timeline (fitnyc.edu)
23
Dating Victorian Era Photos (1840-1900) - Trace.com

artist/collector Anthony Barboza who found and preserved the daguerreotype, is also known. If more
can be learned about these people, other puzzle pieces might fall into place.
The Conant daguerreotype
discovery made more than 175
years after it was captured
conjures up many thoughts in
2021. The issues of the 1840s
and those of today are eerily
similar. So many of the Green
Mountain Men and their families
were on the move westward into
western New York, Ohio, and the
Old Northwest Territory that
included Illinois. They took their
passion for liberty and hatred of
slavery with them.
Some of their impetus for
migration came from a brief but
disastrous climate change caused
by the eruption of six volcanos
between 1808 and 1815 that
culminated in the April 1815
eruption of Mount Tambora in
modern-day Indonesia.
Vermonters recalled the
following year, 1816, as
“Eighteen hundred and froze to
death.” But the global disaster
was caused by crop failures.
“The Year without a Summer,"
1816, started the migration of
thousands of people (particularly
Circa 1860 image of Rev. Conant from Fifty Years of Unitarian Life, probably farm families) from New England
from a tintype. The chin beard was more popular after 1860 during the Civil to western New York and beyond
War.
to the Midwest. Indiana became
a state in December 1816
and Illinois two years later. This migration into the Burned-over district of New York was responsible for
centering religious revivals and the anti-slavery movement, women’s rights, and temperance reforms in
that region. 24
Vermont alone experienced a decrease in population between 10,000 and 15,000, erasing seven
previous years of population growth. 25Among those who left Vermont were the Ebenezer and Augustus
Conant family and the family of Joseph Smith, Sr., and Jr. The Smiths moved to Palmyra, New York,

24
25

BBC Radio 4 - In Our Time, 1816, the Year Without a Summer
Blast from the Past | History | Smithsonian Magazine

which led to the publication of the Book of Mormon and the founding of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints.
Augustus and Betsey Conant were born in Brandon, Vermont, just 30 miles west and over the Green
Mountains from Sharon, Vermont, the birthplace of Joseph Smith, Jr.. Augustus was born in 1811,
Joseph in 1805. The Mormon religion, especially the Mormon Second Elder, Oliver Cowdery, who helped
transcribe the Joseph Smith Tablets, plays a role in this story. 26

Ebenezer and Augustus Conant built this stone house ca 1824 on Route 7 north of Pittsford, Vermont.
Courtesy J. Dardozzi, 2018.

26

Assistant President of the Church - Wikipedia

II. Reverend Arthur Buckminster Fuller Images

•
•
•
•
•
•

27

Title: [Unidentified man, three-quarters length portrait]
Creator(s): Grice, F. (Francis), 27 photographer
Medium: 1 photograph: sixth-plate daguerreotype.
Rights Advisory: No known restrictions on publication.
Call Number: DAG no. 1346
Notes:






Case: Rinhart 124.
Stamped on brass mat: F. Grice.
Purchase; Anthony Barboza; 1999; (DLC/PP-1999:022).
Forms part of: Daguerreotype collection (Library of Congress).

When the Grice, F. (Francis) link (control + click) is selected a page from the Library of Congress web site will load.
(
)
The landing page includes 20 thumbnails of the 52 search results containing "Grice, F. (Francis)". Numbers 1, 4, and
17 are pivotal to this discussion. A daguerreotype is a mirror image of the subject. Twenty more [Portraits of white
sitters] (loc.gov) attributed to Grice have not been digitalized. Who might be among them?

The brass surround does show the imprinted “F. Grice,” though not as clearly reproduced as in the
Conants’ image. The Fuller image also came from the Barboza Collection and was purchased by the LOC
at the same time as the Conant image.

If images #1 and #17 were taken in the summer of 1844, Augustus Conant (b. October 16, 1811) would
have been 33 years old, Betsey Conant (b. June 4, 1818) 26 years, and Arthur Fuller 21 or 22 years (b.
August 10, 1822). The ca 1844 images of the three subjects seem consistent with these ages.
Below is a montage of images known to be of Arthur Buckminster Fuller and his family members.

"Images of the Channing, Fuller, and Loring Families, circa 1850-1887 (MS Am 2593, Houghton
Library, Harvard University) folder #2: Fuller family. Group portrait: photograph print, before 1856. 1
item in 1 folder. Date: 1856.” Possibly a photographic copy from a daguerreotype or tintype. The note
explains: Includes images of: William Henry Fuller (brother of MF, d.1878), Margaret Crane Fuller
(mother of MF, 1789-1859), Arthur B. (Arthur Buckminster) Fuller (brother of MF, 1822-1862), Ellen
Kilshaw Fuller Channing (d. 1856, sister of MF and wife of William Ellery Channing 2nd), and Richard
Frederick Fuller (brother of MF, 1824-1869).
The image has been reversed here from the original in the Houghton Library to make it into a mirror
image as it would have appeared in an original Daguerreotype. This date is before 1856 since that was
the year Ellen Fuller died. Margaret Fuller drowned in a shipwreck off Fire Island in 1850 at age forty.
Timothy Fuller, the family patriarch, died of cholera in 1835.

The original daguerreotype, which has been lost,
dates to July 1846 and was said to be taken by
Albert Sands Southworth, although also
attributed to John Plumbe, Jr. It was taken one
month before she left the United States for
Europe on assignment for the New York Tribune.
A copy was made in the early 1850s by
Southworth and Hawes and is held at the
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, Massachusetts.

•
•
•
•
•
•

1 Title: Margaret Fuller
Creator: John Plumbe, Jr.
Type: Sixth-plate daguerreotype
Rights: National Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian
Institution
External Link: https://npg.si.edu/portraits
The provenance of this portrait makes it seem
genuine, as does the image itself.

upper: James Freeman Clarke Additional Papers, 1717-1889 (MS Am 1569.1). Houghton Library, Harvard University, series IV,
folder 152 (date 1835-1840), drawing considered to be a portrait of a young Margaret Fuller. In the finding aid described as
"profile drawing of SMF." Margaret Fuller’s birth name was Sarah Margaret Fuller. The annotation in the upper right initialed
“AHC” is probably coincidental, but Augustus Conant often signed his writings “AHC.”
lower: Margaret Fuller, sketch by James Freeman Clarke. Houghton Library, Harvard University, MS Am 1569.3 (11).

III. The Conants, the Fullers, and the Clarkes
The reader is left to decide whether the image by Francis Grice
displayed above is Arthur B. Fuller.
Arthur was partly raised by his older sister Sarah Margaret Fuller, best
known as Margaret. Their father, Timothy Fuller, died in 1835 from the
scourge of that year, cholera. Arthur was 13, and Margaret was 25.
Margaret assumed responsibility for young Arthur’s education.

This Portrait of Rep. Timothy Fuller was
made by Rufus Porter who could quickly
paint a likeness with a portable camera
obscura: a dark box with a lens and a
mirror that threw the sitters’ image onto
a piece of paper—a “poor man’s”
daguerreotype. Porter started Scientific
American in 1845.

Arthur B. Fuller and Augustus Conant were destined to meet.
Margaret’s summer of 1843 trip to the “Lakes” was not just a holiday
and an opportunity to hone her literary skills. 28 When she met the
Conants in 1843 in Geneva and heard
Augustus preach there, 29 she was on her
way to Oregon, Illinois. 30 William W.
Fuller, Arthur’s and Margaret’s uncle,
was an 1813 Harvard graduate admitted
to the Massachusetts Bar in 1817. He
settled in Oregon, Illinois, around 1840. 31

Margaret was in the Rock River Country
to purchase real estate for Arthur Fuller
on Kishwaukee River, thirty miles
northeast of Oregon at Belvidere, Illinois.
The Kishwaukee flows into the Rock River about 15 miles above Oregon.
A “joint-stock company” had been formed at Belvidere in 1837 to create
William W. Fuller, Esq., lithographic
the Newton Academy on block 20 (the southeast corner of the town
portrait from a daguerreotype in
square) of the original town of Belvidere. A two-story brick building was
History of Ogle County, 1876. p237.
erected, and “Prof. Seth S. Whitman taught a school therein.” In August of
1843, the Academy was sold to the Unitarian Missionary Elder John Walworth, “…in trust to be used by
him for educational purposes.” In the same month, Margaret Fuller went to Belvidere, purchased the
28

Margaret Fuller wrote the poem “Ganymede” from the inspiration of an eagle and the lovely island that lies in the
Rock River at Oregon at the foot of the bluff where Lorado Taft’s Blackhawk statue stands. Margaret Fuller
autograph manuscript poem, "Ganymede to his Eagle," Rock River, Ill., 4 July 1843 - Digital Commonwealth
29
Geneva’s famed Unitarian Church was under construction in 1843, as was Conant’s own home two blocks away.
Margaret Fuller lauded Conant’s sermon but made no mention of alcohol perfume: “With great pleasure we heard
[on Sunday, June 25th], with his attentive and affectionate congregation, the Unitarian clergyman, Mr. Conant, and
afterward visited him in his house, where almost everything bore traces of his own handywork or that of his father.”
Summer on the Lakes, 1843, p37. Margaret does not mention the new church then under construction but not
dedicated until January 21, 1844, when schoolmaster Arthur Buckminster Fuller gave an oration. Fuller, A B. “Letter
from Belvidere, Ill.” Christian Register 3 Feb 1844, p3.
30
Geneva was a bit of a detour for the Fuller party. The most travelled road to Oregon from Chicago crossed the Fox
near Mongomery and was through Dixon. After the Geneva visit the Fuller party descended the Fox River Valley to
Montgomery where it intersected with the road through Little Rock and Paw Paw to Dixon.
31
William Fuller, Esq., was first married in Oregon in 1840 and, as a childless widower, again in 1847. His only child,
Sarah, (named for her paternal grandmother Sarah Williams) was born and died in 1849. Sarah was also the given
birth first name of Sarah Margaret Fuller, little Sarah’s first cousin). William died on August 17, 1849, another awful
cholera year. Little Sarah, 8mo and “Sweet, Smiling Solace of an Hour” died two weeks later. William W. Fuller
(1792-1849) - Find A Grave Memorial

school, and had it deeded to her brother Arthur. 32 No doubt she benefitted from the legal counsel of her
Uncle William. Arthur paid $455, the last of his patrimony, for two acres and the brick building. 33

The temptation is too strong not to present the above image of a “double dog-trot log cabin” so typical of first houses in the Fox
and Rock River Valleys. Christopher Payne, the first settler in Kane County, built an almost identical structure east of the Fox River
on Mahoney Creek just south of the border between the river settlements of Geneva and Lowell (now named Batavia). Initially, a
single rectangular log structure was built, usually 18 to 20 feet square. A year or so later a similar structure would be constructed
about ten feet away. A single roof was placed over both structures, including the space between them. This double log abode
became known as a “dog-trot” house. In 1835-6, Daniel Shaw Haight built just such a structure on a lot that now is the corner of
State and Madison Streets in Rockford. About two years earlier he built a similar structure on the west bank of the Fox at Geneva.
Church, p35-6.

Margaret’s travel companions as far as Chicago in 1843 included Sarah Ann Clarke 34 and her brother
James Freeman Clarke. 35 Augustus Conant had been “introduced” to the latter “… through Clarke’s
Western Messenger in June 1837, at W.H. and A.F. Clarke's store in Chicago.

32

Church, C.A. History of Rockford and Winnebago County, Illinois, from the first settlement in 1834 to the Civil War.
Rockford Ill, W.P. Lamb, printer, 1900. p287.
33
Hudspeth, Robert N., and Fuller, Margaret. The Letters of Margaret Fuller: 1842–1844. United Kingdom, Cornell
University Press, 2018. p192.
34
Sarah Clarke, who had studied with Washington Allston, was an accomplished artist and wished to study and paint
in Rome. Berg, M.A. “Stories Unfolded: William Hull Clarke and His Tracing of Margaret Fuller's 1844 Summer
Journal.” Massachusetts Historical Review, Vol. 16, 2014, p130.
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.5224/masshistrevi.16.1.0122 , Washington Allston - Wikipedia
35
Sarah remained with the party, but James headed back to Boston from Chicago. Margaret Fuller’s Summer on the
Lakes, in 1843 an… – Romanticism on the Net – Érudit (erudit.org)

Augustus conant explained: “The name of Unitarian and Deist, or Infidel, were at that time very near
synonymous with me, but on examination, I discovered something so liberal, free-minded, and rational
in the work that, notwithstanding its bad name, I subscribed for it for one year, and paid for one volume
of the back numbers.” 36
Before giving the details of events that followed over the next couple of years, the supporting actors
need an introduction. First is a heads-up that the inter-related Clarke and Fuller families are keys. Rev.
James Freeman Clarke was the best known of his clan during this period. Margaret Fuller holds that
same distinction for her family.
Rev. James Freeman Clarke was influential as a Unitarian Church minister, a
social reformer, and author. In the latter role, Clarke and his Western
Messenger played a pivotal role in causing Augustus Conant to attend the
Harvard Divinity School under Rev. Henry Ware. J.F. Clarke formed his
philosophy under the influence of his cousin, Margaret Fuller. During Clarke’s
senior year at Harvard, he had long and spirited conversations with Fuller that
expanded his view of the world. 37 His work as a social and political influencer
was magnified by Fuller and by his and Margaret’s mutual close friend, Ralph
Waldo Emerson. 38
James Freeman Clarke

To place an exclamation point on the influence of James Freeman Clark on
Augustus Conant, a quotation from Conant’s famous defiantly self-published
anti-slavery Fourth of July 1839 “Wheeling Oration” 39 will suffice: “As a fine
writer [James Freeman Clarke] observed, ‘if there is any power in a man's
nature this Western country will bring it out’ and what nobler aim for this exercise of our best powers
can we ask then is here presented to exert our influence in forming the character of such a mighty
nation as is springing up here ‘to bend the tree while it is yet a twig to act upon the plant while yet it is a
germ.’”40
daguerreotype by Southworth &
Hawes, ca 1850; in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York City.

The Clark(e) family was instrumental in Geneva, Illinois's early settlement and development. For
unexplained reasons, the Geneva Clarkes dropped their terminal “e.” For example, Geneva’s Scotto
Clark (1782-1844) was James Freeman Clarke’s uncle. 41
Margaret Fuller to James: “I have become a friend to your brother William [Clarke], too. I always
thought I should, and now I am. I do not know whether he is most engaging as a companion, or most to
be loved as a man; he is so open and free and sprightly, yet large and noble in all his feelings. 42 William
Hull Clarke was the guide for the 1843 sojourn to Geneva, Oregon, Belvidere, and Milwaukee.
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example attended medical school at “The Franklin Institute” in St. Charles and was later Mary Todd Lincoln’s
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Genevans formed their “First Christian Congregation of Geneva” in June 1842. 43 Episcopalians,
Presbyterians, and Baptists joined the services as there were no other religious institutions. Reverend
Conant was wary of the term “Unitarian” as he knew the “liberal” beliefs attached to it caused a hostile
reflexive response from the Protestant “Trinitarians.”44
The small flock first met that summer in the already dilapidated first Kane County Court House on West
State Street, but that rotting structure lacked even a heating stove. That winter, they met on the
Miller/Conant premises just east of the Fox River. The Sabbath meeting was often in the Conant’s rented
private dwelling, and, by Spring, “…at other times in a small room erected for a grocery 45 or store-room
for ardent spirits, but now [Spring, 1843] occupied during the week as a school-room. The room, though
so dark as to be very inconvenient, is very open, the walls plastered only in part, loose boards overhead,
and wide cracks in the floor were admitting the strong and abominable odor of alcohol from the cellar,
and the cold air from every side without.” 46
The Millers’ whiskey still was probably a copper pot type using lead solder to seal the joints of the
copper condenser. The “abominable odor” was likely from the malting/fermentation pit on the lower
level. Corn was the primary grain with barley, rye, or even wheat, also part of the malt.
Conant’s relationship with the Fuller family was reinforced by his closer relationship with the James
Freeman Clarke family. James Freeman Clarke was, as introduced above, the founder and editor of the
Western Messenger. 47 48 Margaret Fuller has been romantically linked to James Freeman Clarke49 and his
Chicago brother William Hull Clarke, a member of the 1843 sojourn through Northern Illinois. 50,51
43

According to the “Secretary’s Book” the congregation’s name was “The First Christian Congregation of Geneva.”
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After graduating from Harvard
College at the age of 21 in the Spring
of 1843, Arthur Buckminster Fuller
left on the 26th of September for
Belvidere, the shire town of Boone
County, in Northern Illinois. “Early in
his journey…” aboard a train bound
for Buffalo, he encountered a
twelve-year-old boy in ragged
clothing who took his seat near
him. 52 Fuller learned the lad’s history
from a sea captain who had entered
the car simultaneously as the boy.
There had been a shipwreck. The
boy had been saved even as he had
urged rescuers to look to the safety
of others.
The sea captain was also a survivor,
and Fuller found the sailor amiable
and his religion to be “no mere
theory, no barren speculation, but
an active principle.” Fuller asked the
captain his name. “’ Jonathan
Walker,’ was the reply, and the
branded hand full well-attested the
fact.” 53
The sea captain’s seventh child had
been born just four months prior
back in Massachusetts at Harwich on
Cape Cod. The infant was given the
name William Wilberforce Walker.
The two men on the train who had
just met probably did not exchange
such familial details. If they had,
Arthur Fuller would have known that
William Wilberforce had been one of
firm had moved to the SE corner of South Water and Clark and advertised paints and oils; in September 1835 joined
the Fire Kings, an early volunteer fire brigade; 1839 City Directory: Clarke, Wm. H. & Abram F., wholesale druggists
and apothecaries, 128 Lake St. [George P. Clarke is also listed as druggist]; became assistant engineer of the Chicago
Board of Public Works in 1855; died in Chicago. His listing of Cook County residents between 1833 and 1838 is
preserved at the Chicago History Museum. Encyclopedia letter C - Early Chicago - Chicago History
52
By 1843 the railroad route from the Boston area to Buffalo was complete via Albany, Geneva (NY), Canandaigua,
and Rochester. Latrobe, Benj. H. Map, exhibiting the railway route between Baltimore & St. Louis, together with the
other principal lines in the eastern, middle & western states; prepared under the direction of B. H. Latrobe, Ch. Engr.
B. & O. R.R. [N.P, 1843] Map. https://www.loc.gov/item/98688350/
53
Fuller, Richard Frederick. Chaplain Fuller: Being a Life Sketch of a New England Clergyman and Army
Chaplain. United States: Walker, Wise and Company, 1863. p60.

the prime British drivers behind the abolition of slavery in the British Colonies that took effect on August
1, 1834, emancipating about 750,000 Caribbean slaves.
The sea captain knew “firsthand” of the horrors of the slave trade, and he was in 1843 on the cusp of an
encounter with the institution of slavery that made a likeness of his right hand and his name widely
known.
This chance meeting provides the opportunity to tie together two fascinating daguerreotypes and two
men who were well met. The description of the meeting also demonstrates the ascendant importance
to historians of contemporaneously recorded primary source material. The meeting description is
contained within quotations to indicate it was drawn from Arthur Fuller’s diary. 54
Arthur Fuller may well have met the peripatetic Captain Jonathan Walker on the train heading west in
the early fall of 1843, but the captain had no “branded hand” to attest to his identity. His devotion to
the abolition cause had been indeed verified, literally, by fire. But that excruciating, red-hot test-of-will
came on November 16, 1845.
Here is what Jonathan Walker wrote in 1845: “Late in the fall of 1843, I left my home in Harwich,
Massachusetts, and took passage on board of a vessel bound for Mobile, where I spent the winter and
spring—mostly in working at the ship-wright business, which is my trade” 55 After considerable travails
associated with Walker’s failed attempt to transport seven slaves to the British Bahamas, where slavery
was illegal, Walker was arrested. He was tried and convicted in a Florida Territorial Court. On 16
November 1844, he wrote: “I was again taken to court, sentenced, placed in the pillory one hour, pelted
with rotten eggs, branded in the right hand, and remanded to prison again.” 56 “S S” for “Slave Stealer”
was branded on the thenar eminence of his right hand by U.S. Marshall Ebenezer Dore, a Walker
acquaintance and a native of Maine. In Boston in 1845, a Daguerreotype of Walker's branded right hand
was commissioned by Henry Ingersoll Bowditch (1808—1892), a
Boston abolitionist, and taken in the studio of Southworth and
Hawes. 57
The iconic daguerreotype was once recognized almost universally in
the North. The very fine print under the engraved portrait on the
frontispiece of Trial and Imprisonment shows that Captain Walker
had his portrait as well as his hand imaged via daguerreotypes at
Southworth’s. The only practical photographic way to reproduce a
daguerreotype in 1845 was to take a “dag of the dag,”
simultaneously “correcting” the mirror image. The only method for
mass reproduction was to make a hand-crafted engraving.
According to William Lloyd Garrison's The Liberator, by the early Spring of 1853, Walker was living in
Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. 58 Walker was in his mid-40’s in 1843 and may have been prospecting for land
54
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Catalogue, MHS, p. LXXIV, no. 109.
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“in the far west,” as the Illinois and Wisconsin frontier had been called in the 1820s. As early as 1837, a
“John Walker” claimed land on the northern edge of Milwaukee County on or near Lake Michigan and
the Milwaukee River, at the Village of Bayside not far from Port Washington. Walker considered himself
a “shipwright by trade,” though he was also a farmer and a sailor on Cape Cod and a “RR Engineer” and
a merchant in Florida. 59
Jonathan Walker’s “Florida Years” of the mid-1840s would have dissuaded most people from continuing
political activism. While contemporaries judged him as not much of an orator, he made a protracted
series of speaking tours over several years with Henry Watson, a fugitive slave, and others. 60
Arthur Fuller met Captain Jonathan Walker at the beginning of his career as an educator, minister, and
abolitionist. More than 20 years senior to Fuller, Walker was in 1843 also just beginning a career as a
publicly outspoken and active abolitionist. Walker was about the same age as Hezekiah Grice, the father
of daguerreotypist Francis Grice.
Abolitionists Jonathan Walker and Hezekiah Grice shared views on two crucial issues. Both opposed the
American Colonization Society and its plan to ship free African Americans to Africa. Both men were
appalled by the fact that native-born Americans of free Black parentage were deprived of their
birthrights, particularly their lack of voting rights. Both explored the idea of Black voluntary immigration
within the western hemisphere, either North to Canada or south to Mexico (in the case of Walker) or
Haiti (in the case of Grice. In the case of Hezekiah Grice, both Canada and the island nation of Haiti were
considered, with the latter being chosen. Jonathan Walker became acquainted with both the
abolitionists Benjamin Lundy and William Lloyd Garrison. Lundy, a wealthy Philadelphia Quaker,
purchased a large tract of land in northern Mexico with an eye toward settlement by free American
Blacks with inducements of free land and financial support. Walker communicated with Lundy and, with
his twelve-year-old son, went to Mexico as Lundy’s agent.

born in Pensacola Florida in 1841, Lloyd Garrison Walker, who died in Gladstone Michigan in 1931. Dr. L.G. Walker
was practicing medicine in Marinette, Wisconsin, in 1905 and was a Civil War Veteran. He had been a sergeant in
Company B of the First Michigan Sharpshooters and served 3 years, fought in fourteen battles, and was wounded
three times. The Escanaba Daily Press, Escanaba, Michigan. “Obituary Dr. L G. Walker, Thirty Years Ago.” Feb 11,
1961, Sat, p4; The Escanaba Daily Press (Escanaba, Michigan)12 Feb 1931, Thu, p9. By 1860 Jonathan Walker was
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Arthur Fuller and Jonathan Walker both had dageurreotype portraits made in the mid-1840’s. But Walker’s
branded right hand was the most well known of the three, by far. Francis Grice made Fuller’s and John Plumbe,
Jr., made Walker’s.

III. Nauvoo, Illinois, Summer of 1844
“…of all countries, America adopted the daguerreotype with most enthusiasm, and…it lived
longer here than elsewhere. American daguerreotypes were famous abroad for the excellence
of their technique.”
Beaumont Newhall. 61

“Whenever, wherever, and by whom it was made, we know that two elements were essential: Lincoln
and a daguerreotypist needed to be in the same place at the same time.” Albert Kaplan

The left daguerreotype was made by Black photographer James Presley Ball. Library of Congress Dag no.
1363: “Unidentified man, half-length portrait, with arm resting on table with tablecloth.”
The right image was made by Black photographer Francis Henry Grice. Library of Congress Dag No. 1352:
“Unidentified man with beard, half-length portrait, facing front.”
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Newhall, Beaumont (1939), The history of photography from 1839 to the present day. Museum of Modern Art,
1949. p29.

Unidentified couple, man seated and woman standing
[Oliver Cowdery(?), “The Scribe” holding an ink pen in his right hand and an ink bottle in his left hand,
and Elizabeth Ann Whitmer Cowdery(?)]
Ball, James Presley, 1825-1904, photographer, ca1847
Notes:
- Case: Eichmeyer style.
- Barboza number: 6019.023.
- Stamped on brass mat: J. P. Ball, Cincinnati.
- Date based upon address of photographer. [Oliver Cowdery died March 3, 1850]
- Purchase; Anthony Barboza; 1999; (DLC/PP-1999:022).
- Forms part of: Daguerreotype collection (Library of Congress).
1 photograph: quarter-plate daguerreotype, hand-colored.
DAG no. 1403
Oliver’s other known Ball image plus the ink pen and small ink bottle props strongly support the
conclusion that the Cowderys are the subjects.

The daguerreotypes depicted above illustrate the difficulties in identifying daguerreotypists and
subjects, plus dating and placing the images’ origins. Linking the daguerreotypist Grice with the Conant
and Fuller images is more complicated when meeting Kaplan’s “same time/same place” dictum.
Arthur Fuller did not return to Illinois after leaving the State in early 1845 to attend the Harvard Divinity
School. Augustus Conant remained in Illinois at either Geneva or Belvidere until the Civil War. The
whereabouts of Francis Grice in the 1840s and ‘50s are, for the most part, indeterminant. 62 Betsey
Kelsey Conant remained in Illinois until her death in Rockford in 1898. A looming question becomes:
Were Betsey Conant and Francis Grice in Nauvoo in the summer of 1844? The images themselves offer
only a few clues.
The first row of images above depicts three pictures of the most famous of all Americans, Abraham
Lincoln. Stockbroker and daguerreotype collector Albert Kaplan believes the first visage of the top row
trio is that of young Lincoln taken at Louisville, Kentucky, in August 1841. This was when Abe and his
close friend Joshua Speed visited the latter’s family. 63 Mr. Kaplan bought the ¼ plate image titled “young
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James Freeman Clarke was closely associated with Judge John Speed, as Clarke was the first Minister of the
Unitarian Church in Louisville during the time Lincoln was a close friend of the Judge’s son Joshua Speed. Both Clarke
and Lincoln were guests of the Speeds at their home in Farmington. Heywood J.H. Judge John Speed and His
Family. A Paper Prepared for the Filson Club, and Read at Its Meeting, June 4, 1894. Louisville: John P.
Morton & Company, 1894. p20, 23.

man” in April 1977 at The Witkin Gallery on East 57th in New York for $27.00. 64 The gallery did not
divulge the daguerreotype’s provenance (the lack of which being a significant point raised by skeptics).
Kaplan believed that “T.B. Moore,” a dentist, and daguerrean made the image as he was in Louisville and
Lincoln saw a dentist while there at the same. 65
Justus E. Moore was the dentist/daguerrean in
Louisville, having arrived from St. Louis in August 1841.
He has the distinction of photographing William Henry
Harrison (though the image is lost), John Quincy
Adams, Andrew Jackson (at the Hermitage), and
Abraham Lincoln (if Albert Kaplan is correct). 66
The above second set of two images is the Morman
Second Elder, Oliver Cowdery. From April to June
1829, Cowdery acted as Joseph Smith's primary scribe
for the translate the golden plates into the Book of
Mormon.
The remarkable aspect of this second row of
daguerreotypes is that two notable Black artists took
them—the one on the left was taken in about 1847 in
Cincinnati. The one on the right of a younger bearded
Cowdery was likely taken a few years earlier, perhaps
in 1844 by none other than Francis Henry Grice. 67
The evidence that the Grice image is of Cowdery
includes the hairline with the frontal “Gary Cooper”
widow’s peak, Bishop’s facial alignment ala Kaplan, 68
plus, note the “the flipped up” hair on the sides. The
similar clothing is also typical 1840’s.
The third set of pictures from Bishop shows the face of
Cowdery cropped from the Ball daguerreotype on the
“Three Witnesses” in the frontispiece of vol. 5
left. The right shows Cowdery from an etching by
(1883–84) of the Contributor
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Hine MK. The dental problems of Abraham Lincoln. Bull Hist Dent. Jun; 22(1):1-8. 1974. Riaud, Xavier. Abraham
Lincoln (1809-1865) and his teeth. Journal of Dental Health, Oral Disorders & Therapy. Vol 9; Issue 1 .2018. Lincoln
wrote to Mary Speed in Sept 1841: “I can neither talk, nor eat. I only survive with the memory of flavours which is
inadequate in terms of nutritious diet.” His weight loss during this period has been tied to “depression” but the
weight loss may have been due to his poor dentition.
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Palmquist, Peter E., and Kailbourn, Thomas R. Pioneer Photographers from the Mississippi to the Continental
Divide: A Biographical Dictionary, 1839-1865. United States, Stanford University Press, 2005. p488.
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Possibly Grice was travelling west from New York City to Nauvoo with Lucian Foster when he took the Cowdery
daguerreotype, likely in Ohio.
68
Widow’s peak does appear to be associated with a few genetic conditions such as: Aarskog syndrome,
a rare genetic disorder affecting mostly males. Other signs of Aarskog syndrome include short stature (Cowdery was
5’ 5”) and abnormalities of the face, limbs, and genitals. This condition is associated with the FGD1 gene on the X
chromosome.
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Edward Hart in 1883 created from a daguerreotype that was later lost in a house fire. 69,70
The Grice image is of a younger bearded Cowdery. On March 3,
1850, Oliver Cowdery died from tuberculosis in Richmond, Missouri,
at the home of his in-laws Peter, Sr., and Mary Musselman
Witmer. 71 Thus the Grice image was captured significantly before
March of 1850.
Again, to illustrate the complexity of provenance, Cowdery was not
in Nauvoo at any time, at least not in a record found by the author.
Were the daguerreotypes of the Conants and Arthur Fuller taken in
the summer of 1844 in Nauvoo, Illinois? To consider the question
first requires a leap of faith that the identifications of the image
subjects presented here are correct, along with the subjects’
estimated ages. The evidence for Nauvoo as the site is
circumstantial.
Not the least compelling argument that supports an affirmative
answer to the Nauvoo question posed above is that a complete
daguerrean studio existed in Nauvoo in the summer of 1844. Lucien
Rose Foster, the former President of the New York Branch of the
Church of the Latter-Day Saints, 72 arrived in Nauvoo from New York
on April 27, 1844, and set up his studio or “gallery” on Main St.
Near Ivin’s Store. 73
Foster brought with him all the equipment to set up a Daguerrean
studio, including the silvered copper plates and developing
chemicals containing iodine, mercury, hypo, etc. 74 He may also have
brought Francis Grice. Foster had learned the process from the
portrait artist (and telegrapher of code fame) Samuel F.B. Morse
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Foster’s stay in Nauvoo was brief in the spring of 1844. The Woodward diary confirms on May 6th, 1844, that he
had “arrived at late” from “abroad.” "Journal (January 1, 1843 – December 31, 1844)," p. 245, The Wilford Woodruff
Papers, accessed November 6, 2021, https://www.wilfordwoodruffpapers.org/documents/6e34557b-3015-48039a97-d913b4afd003/page/ddf06d43-65ca-4c2e-a00c-2921ec030f28
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through the latter’s daguerreotype course given at the City of New York College. 75
A daguerreotype image is formed of mercury crystals that are incredibly chemically stable but are
physically exquisitely fragile. The Conant and Fuller images are 1/6 of a Victorian glass plate. 76 In
America, by the mid-1840s Moroccan leather cases included a “preserver.” This was a brass surround
plus decorative overmat that bound the three layers of the image’s “sandwich” (comprised of the
silvered glass/mercury salt plate image and the clear glass protective cover).” 77 The name of the
daguerreotypist and sometimes the studio’s location was debossed in the corner of the brass preserver.
Lucien Foster was not in Nauvoo at the time of the murders of Joseph and Hyrum Smith on June 27th. 78
Joseph Smith was running for President of the United States in 1844. Foster had returned to New York
to organize support for Smith. He did not return to Nauvoo until mid-August when his “Miniature
Likeness” advertisement first appeared in the Nauvoo Neighbor on page four on August 21st. 79 Before
going back to New York, Foster had been living in the Joseph Smith Mansion house. 80
Foster’s daguerreotype apparatus and consumables represented a capital investment, so making a deal
with a substitute would have made sense, and Francis Grice may have been the man. A substitute
tenant at the Mansion House also would have been convenient for the Smiths. “I have been reduced to
the necessity of opening ‘The Mansion’ as a hotel,” is how Smith himself described the situation. 81
The theory that the Grice images of the Conants and Rev. Fuller were made in Nauvoo (or anywhere else
on the summer of ’44 excursion) suffers from several potential defects. The passage on the Nauvoo
portion of the trip from Arthur Fuller’s diary is more detailed than the account of Conant.
In his vacation, our missionary scorns the scholar’s otium cum dignitate [leisure with dignity], and
starts upon a missionary tour, which he thus describes:
“I left Belvidere in an open wagon, upon my way to Geneva. I arrived, about eleven in the evening,
after a fatiguing journey, and quite exhausted from the effects of the heat, from which the interminable
and shadeless prairies afforded no protection. The next day being the Sabbath, I preached both morning
and afternoon, and enjoyed much pleasant converse with our friends in regard to the state and
condition of the religious society. The following Monday, Brother Conant and myself rode to Ottawa;
and thence, taking a boat, we proceeded, amid most lovely scenery, to St. Louis. The high, frowning
bluffs, the majestic rocks, and ever and anon the smiling prairie, afforded a scene of never-ending
pleasure.”
Thence he went to Quincy, where he preached, and from there, we next proceeded to Warsaw,
where three days were passed. Brother Conant and myself each preached upon a week-day evening.
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The people, however, were too much engrossed with Mormon troubles to make us deem it advisable
to remain over the Sabbath. From Warsaw we went to Nauvoo, and passed ten days at the Nauvoo
Mansion, kept by Mrs. Smith, the wife of Joseph Smith, the founder of Mormonism. I certainly never
heard such an amount of the novel and absurd as was uttered during those ten days. Still, while I believe
the leaders to be vicious deceivers, I found many sincere and worthy people in the place, and nowhere
have I received more polite attention. I saw and conversed with a large number of their elders and chief
men and became more and more amazed that any could believe their absurdities. The erection of the
temple at Nauvoo continues without cessation, and unwearied are their efforts to complete the
structure. How much is it to be regretted, that so much zeal and effort cannot be expended in a better
cause! Many give nearly their all, and those having naught else give the labor of their hands for the
erection of this temple of delusion; while, among us, those who hold a rational and liberal faith ofttimes
refuse a pittance for the extension of truth or give but grudgingly a mite from their abundance.”
Having reached home, he says:
“I look upon this journey with satisfaction and pleasure, as not having been wholly in vain We
have distributed those silent but persuasive preachers, our tracts, at many places where the boat
stopped but for a few minutes; and have sown the good seed broadcast, in the hope that much of it
will take root in good and honest hearts.”

Conant wrote in his diary: “July 15 to Aug. 15. Went to St. Louis, Quincy, Warsaw, Burlington, Rock
Island, and Galena. Mormonism and politics, I found were the great and absorbing topics, so that I did
not get good attention. Joseph Smith, the Mormon prophet, had just been killed by a mob. I visited
Nauvoo and spent three days with his family.” 82
Rev. Fuller put his stay at the Joseph Smith Mansion House at ten days, and Conant stayed there three
days. Perhaps the Conants simply stayed elsewhere in Nauvoo or close by during the other days. Still,
the question remains as to whether Betsey accompanied the ministers on their missionary trip. Eben
Conant and his wife lived in their stone house about a block west of Augustus’ just completed new home
in Geneva west of the Fox River on James Street. They could have watched the Conant children John (7),
Naroy (5), and Coretta (2) during their parents’ absence. Many other Conant/Kelsey family members
were also in Geneva.
Could Augustus have returned to Geneva to accompany Betsey to Nauvoo, given the discrepancy of
seven days for the stay at the Mansion House in Nauvoo between the Fuller and Conant accounts?
Augustus was familiar with the route from Nauvoo to Geneva.
Augustus had traversed Illinois on foot from Chicago to Keokuk, Iowa, on his one-person reconnaissance
from Vermont in 1832. Robert Colyer chronicled Augustus’ hike from Chicago to the Mississippi in the
fall of 1832. Like so many early visitors to Chicago, Conant barely stopped there for an hour before
departing for the “Fox River Country.” 83 " Eighteen miles out from Chicago," he says, "I slept with a
wagoner under his wagon and woke up in the morning to find a sharp frost." He found Fort Payne still
standing and Naperville on the DuPage River still recovering from the horrors of the summer’s Black
Hawk War that had ended in August with the Massacre at Bad Ax. Many of Black Hawk’s party, including
women and children, drowned or were shot while attempting to escape across the Mississippi. Some of
the carnage resulted from a cannon mounted on the deck of the steamer William Wallace.
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Collyer, R. 1868. p104-5.
Dr. Charles Volney Dyer, on his arrival in 1834, passed directly through Chicago on his way to his brother George’s
claim near Plainfield, Illinois. See: “Thundering…
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Curiously, Collyer does not describe “Fox River Country,” but next reports that Conant became “lost near
the Bureau River,” probably close to Princeton, Illinois (the home of Owen Lovejoy). 84 “He went to a
Methodist meeting, and there found such confusion and clamor as he had never witnessed before in the
name of religion, in all his life.”85
From Princeton, Conant arrived the next day at Ellis’ Mill on Big Bureau Creek just north of Canton,
Illinois. He found there the South Carolinian miller of grain and cotton, schoolteacher, and Methodist
Minister Jacob Ellis. 86 Jacob and his family were still mourning the death of their son Byrd Ellis at
Stillman’s Run in Ogle County on March 14, 1832, during the Black Hawk War. Augustus spent the night
with the Ellis’ as the next house was 25 miles to the west. Jacob Ellis and Peter Cartwright are
mentioned in the same paragraph in the History of Fulton County. 87
Pushing on from the Ellis’ Conant “again lost his way and was most of all distressed because he
could not see a single tree ‘any more than if he had been in the middle of the Atlantic.’” 88 The
line of march from Big Bureau Creek to the Mississippi opposite Keokuk Point would have taken
Conant to near Bushnell, Illinois, where he spent the night. His next stop would have been very
near to Carthage before he crossed the Mississippi to Keokuk to await a steamboat for St. Louis.
“Keokuk, he found in those early days a sink of depravity, by far the most wicked place he had
ever seen in his life. But instead of fretting over what he was as yet powerless to amend, he
went to work husking corn, chopping wood, and doing chores generally, for worthy Mr.
Campbell, a sort of second Lot in this Iowa Sodom, delighted every day with the sight of acres
and acres of wild ducks and geese on the river, and islands within sight of where he was at
work.” “Worthy Mr. Campbell” was Isaac Campbell who arrives in the DesMoines Valley in 1821. 89
Mr. Campbell bought the buildings of the American Fur Company. He continued to trade with the
nearby Sac Tribe of Chief Keokuk, whose numbers had been so significantly reduced just a few
weeks before Conant’s arrival. 90
Ironically, Augustus Conant left Keokuk on the Warrior whose deck-mounted cannon had so
recently decimated the women and children of Black Hawk’s band as they tried to cross over to
Iowa at Bad Ax, a few miles above Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin. Blackhawk knew Warrior’s Captain
Throckmorton and thought the captain would honor his white flag, but Blackhawk was mistaken.
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Rev. Lovejoy arrived in Princeton in 1838. The son of a Maine preacher, he was born in Albion, Maine, in 1811 and
attended Bowdoin College. He then headed west to join his brother Elijah in Alton, Il. Owen’s trial for acting as a
conductor for the Underground RR took place in Princeton in 1843. Rev. Conant must have known of Elijah’s murder
in 1837 and of Owen’s trial results (acquittal) when he and Rev. Fuller passed through the area in 1844. Haberkorn,
Ruth Ewers. “Owen Lovejoy in Princeton, Illinois.” Journal of the Illinois State Historical Society (1908-1984) 36, no. 3
(1943): 284–315. http://www.jstor.org/stable/40188074
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Collyer, p 36. Cartwright, Peter. Autobiography of Peter Cartwright: The Backwoods Preacher. United
States: Carlton & Porter, 1857. Cartwright, a Jacksonian Democrat, left Kentucky for Illinois because he hated
slavery. He was an extemporaneous charismatic preacher who believed everyone could be saved. He was 47 in 1832
and in his prime. In the 1832 election for what became Cartwright’s second term in the Illinois legislature,
Cartwright was one of four candidates elected (in a field of thirteen including a Kentucky store clerk and rail splitter
named Abraham Lincoln, who came in eighth). Peter Cartwright (revivalist) - Wikipedia
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History of Fulton County, Illinois. United States: C.C. Chapman & Company, 1879. p724.
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Collyer, p36.
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Annals of Iowa (First Series), Vol. V, p883, 884, 885.
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Iowa Journal of History & Politics Vol. 14 No. 4 (Oct. 1916), p479-558.

Conant’s 1844 trip through the same county was, like 1832’s, fraught. On June 27, 1844, before
Conant’s and Arthur Fuller arrived in Nauvoo, Joseph and Hyrum Smith were murdered by a mob at
the Hancock County Courthouse in Carthage.
Before leaving Nauvoo and the summer of 1844, notice should be made of at least one other Grice
image: [Unidentified man and woman, three-quarters length portrait, seated], LOC Dag number 1368.
The man from this image has been flipped horizontally, cropped, and enlarged on the
following page. The controversy surrounding possible images of the Mormon Prophet
has been thoroughly examined before: Photograph Found a 20 year perspective
(silverepicent.com) But is this you, Joseph? The other image on the next page is thought to
be a portrait of Joseph Smith drawn from a lost daguerreotype. If Smith had a portrait with
his (first) wife, Emma Hale Smith, he could well have had another portrait of himself made
at the same session. But Emma’s left hand in the daguerreotype becomes Joseph’s right
hand in the Carter painting!

Emma Hale
Smith, 1879,
RSLD Archives

Remembering that
daguerreotypes are
mirror images, this is
the left hand of
Emma Hale Smith.
Perhaps this 1844
hand will be as
famous as that of
Jonathan Walker’s
branded “SS” hand
taken in 1845.

Joseph Smith was said to be six feet tall and Emma Hale 5’9’.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Title: [Unidentified man and woman, three-quarters length portrait, seated]
Creator(s): Grice, F. (Francis), photographer
Date Created/Published: [ca. 1855] {But was it really 1844?}
Medium: 1 photograph: quarter-plate daguerreotype.
Reproduction Number: LC-USZC4-10721 (color film copy transparency)
Rights Advisory: No known restrictions on publication.
Access Advisory: Original served by appointment only.
Call Number: DAG no. 1368
Repository: Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division Washington, D.C. 20540 USA
Notes:
o Case: birds and fruit design.
o Stamped on brass mat: F. Grice.
o Barboza number: 6019.048.
o Purchase; Anthony Barboza; 1999; (DLC/PP-1999:022).
o Forms part of: Daguerreotype collection (Library of Congress).
• Format:
o Daguerreotypes--1850-1860.
o Group portraits--1850-1860.
o Portrait photographs--1850-1860.
• Collections:
o Daguerreotypes
• Part of: Daguerreotype collection (Library of Congress)
The Portrait on the right is “The Carter Image”. The Carter Confusion (silverepicent.com) Note the
pompadour.

Others have grappled over the authenticity of images of Joseph Smith, Jr. Here, no expertise has
been brought to bear, and no claim of proof is made. Who is the man in Grice’s LOC DAG 1368?

IV. Reverend Augustus and Betsey Conant in Illinois
By 1826 fifteen-year-old Augustus Hammond Conant had helped his father Ebenezer construct an
impressive Federal Style stone house on the Stage Road (now U.S. Highway #7) two miles north of the
Village of Pittsford and five miles south of Brandon in Rutland County, Vermont. The lad left his first of
many marks on the world when he chiseled his initials “A.H.C.” in stone above the front door. 91
About a dozen miles as the crow flies south down the serpentine Otter Creek at Clarendon lived
eighteen-year-old Charles Volney Dyer during the same period. 92 Rev. A.H. Conant and Dr. C.V. Dyer
became prominent Illinois abolitionists, and both were influential in the development of the Fox River
Valley in Northern Illinois. 93 The Dyers gave Geneva, Illinois, its name. The Conants gave the town its
soul.
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Ebenezer Conant lived in Brandon, VT, until 1816 when he moved five miles south towards Pittsford “in the
shadow of Cox Mountain”. His brother-in-law Elisa Cox (married to Abigail Clifford, sister of Fanny Clifford Conant,
mother of Augustus) suffered financial reversals in 1816 and sold his father William Cox’s farmstead in Pittsford to
Ebenezer. The place was once Fort Cox: “After the alarm occasioned by the near approach of the enemy [the British
in July 1777] had subsided, most of the male inhabitants of Pittsford who had fled from their homes, returned, and
their first care was to prepare a place of refuge to which they might repair whenever threatened with an attack by
the enemy. The place selected was the residence of William Cox, on the east bank of Otter Creek. This was
surrounded by a high breast-work of hemlock logs set endwise in the ground, and on the west side this work was
carried down the bank into the channel of the creek which supplied the inmates with an abundance of fresh water.
In form the enclosure was nearly square and contained about three-fourths of an acre of ground, in the center of
which was the log dwelling which took the place of a block-house. This work was accomplished by the combined
voluntary efforts of the neighboring inhabitants.” History of Pittsford p120-121.
Ebenezer moved his family and “Soon after” Ebenezer began to construct his stone house “about 60 rods” north of
the William/Elisa Cox home. History of Pittsford, p324, 348. The Stone House must have been inhabited by the
Conants by 1824 as Eben advertised the old Cox place for sale in that year. “Farm for sale by Eben Conant of
Pittsford, 2 miles north of meeting house on stage road and bordering Otter Creek, 185 acres has valuable intervale
[bottom land], orchard, pear, plum trees, dwelling and barn.” Hence D, Nichols H, Extracts from the Rutland Weekly
Herald 1821-1825. Rutland Historical Society, NP., ND. p43. The Eben Conant family left Vermont for Illinois in 1834.
Junia Sargent was a later occupant of the Stone House near Otter Creek. Sargent had been with Allen in 1775 at
Ticonderoga. Caverly, Abiel Moore. History of the Town of Pittsford, Vt: With Biographical Sketches and Family
Records. United States: Tuttle & Company, printers, 1872. p351.
92
Dr. Dyer made and lost fortunes in real estate. In 1843 he filed for bankruptcy in Federal Court after failing to
recover from the financial collapse of 1837. Land speculation was in his blood, like his father Daniel before him.
“Farm for sale, Daniel Dyer on first premises; Daniel H. Dyer of Clarendon and Edward Dyer of Rutland. 1) Home
farm in Clarendon on Otter Creek near Baptist meeting house, 250 acres. A good two-story dwelling, three barns,
etc., orchard. 2) Farm, 250 acres in Shrewsbury, comfortable dwelling and barn, 3.1 miles from meeting house on
road from Clarendon to Woodstock, 150 acres and small orchard. 3) 250acres Shrewsbury on new road through
Shrewsbury and Plymouth; saw and grist mill within I 0 rods of property. 4) 100 acres Shrewsbury 1 1/2 miles east
of meeting house. 5) 100 acres in Clarendon, plus 50 acres, lot on stage road with house and barn. 6) Three lots of
100 acres in Chittenden. Hence D, Nichols H, Extracts from the Rutland Weekly Herald 1826-1830. Rutland Historical
Society, NP., ND. p84.
93
Dr. Charles Volney Dyer gave Geneva, IL, its name. He was afforded the opportunity because his old friend Alonzo
Huntington, Esq., married Patience Dyer, the Doctor’s older sister. Also, an avid abolitionist, Huntington was Kane
County’s first States Attorney when the County of Kane was formed at the site on Fox River then called La Fox, which
nearly simultaneously was renamed Geneva and was designated as the County’s shire town.

Rev. Conant married a Vermont woman, Betsey Kelsey. 94 Dr. Dyer married a Genesee Valley New York
woman, Louisa Gifford. 95 The two remarkable women championed abolition, temperance, women’s
rights, and public education. Their family names are prominent in New York, Vermont, and Northern
Illinois history.
Reverend Conant and Doctor Dyer were also “shirt-tail” relatives. 96 Also, both participated in a widely
94

Betsey Kelsey “arrived from “from [via] Ogden[s]burg [NY on the St. Lawrence]” in Des Plaines with Augustus’ first
cousin Mrs. Sophronia Conant Hoard on Tues, May 10th, 1836. On the 11th Augustus “planted corn made
preparations for wedding, etc.” And on the 12th of May Augustus appeared before Justice of the Peace Socrates
Rand and was “married to Betsey Kelsey… Day very pleasant...Mr. Hill commenced work half the day…”
Conant, Augustus Hammond. The Conant Diary. N.p.: n.p., 1836.
Betsey Kelsey was a granddaughter of Elizabeth Betsey Conant Merriam (1775-1842). The latter was born between
John Conant (uncle of Augustus) and Ebenezer Conant (father of Augustus). Thus, Betsey Kelsey was Augustus’ first
cousin once removed. Sophronia Conant Hoard, daughter of Augustus’ Uncle John, and Samuel Hoard lived near to
the Conant farms in Des Plaines for about four years and then moved to Chicago where Samuel Hoard was a
jeweler, lawyer, postmaster, Baptist Deacon and 2nd Vice President of the “old” University of Chicago Board of
Trustees while another son of Brandon VT, Stephen A. Douglas, was President. Chicago Tribune, 4 Nov 1887, p5.
Ancestry.com profile.
Some interesting connections should be explained before leaving the subjects of Senator Stephen A. Douglas, the
Kelsey/Conant family, and daguerreotypes. The eleventh known daguerreotype of “The Little Giant” was taken by
Calvin C. Kelsey (1815-1888) (both Calvin and Betsey Kelsey were descended from William Kelsey so were distantly
related) in his Chicago Studio at 136 Lake Street in Chicago on July 21, 1855. This half-plate daguerreotype is
considered “… one of the finest daguerreotypes taken of Douglas. The image is unlike any other extant - it shows
him with a slight smile, relaxed and friendly.” The image of Augustus and Betsey by Francis Grice is a 1/6th plate
daguerreotype, so the larger format half-plate has higher resolution (and was more expensive). Claypool, E. A.,
Kelsey, E. Leland., Clizbee, A. (19281995). A genealogy of the descendants of William Kelsey who settled at
Cambridge, Mass. in 1632, at Hartford, Conn. in 1636, and at Killingworth, Conn. in 1663. [New Haven: Tuttle,
Morehouse & Taylor]. p265, 321.
On Douglas’ right cheek in the Kelsey photo is a dark pigmented scar (also seen in other Douglass images). A legend
holds that the Senator’s father Dr. Steven Douglass, on the morning July 1, 1813, was cradling 2 month old Stephen
in his arms while sitting near the hearth of a lighted fireplace. John Conant, a nearby Brandon neighbor and friend,
happened by only to find the Doctor lifeless in the chair and the young Stephen fallen into the fire of the open grate.
Augustus Conant’s’ Uncle John snatched up the babe alive but with a burn on his face. Biographer Frank Stevens
professed doubt about the story, acknowledging the scar, but citing the peculiarity of a morning fire in July. 1815
was “the year without a summer in New England, not 1813. However, the biographer failed to consider that the
Doctor was experiencing chills, fever, and hyperthermia, hence the fire. Also, John Conant may have know that the
Doctor was ill so his visit may not have been random. The lamentable death at age 32 may have been from infection
and quick, like pneumococcal pneumonia, but not caused by a cardiogenic “sudden death.” Stevens, Frank E. "Life of
Stephen Arnold Douglas." Journal of the Illinois State Historical Society (1908-1984) 16, no. 3/4 (1923): 274-673. p257.
Accessed August 12, 2021. http://www.jstor.org/stable/40187436.
The Photographic Portraits of Stephen A. Douglas Author(s): Lloyd Ostendorf and R. Bruce Duncan Source: Journal of
the Illinois State Historical Society (1908-1984) , Feb., 1974, Vol. 67, No. 1, Abraham Lincoln Issue (Feb., 1974), pp. 678.
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For more on Louisa Gifford and C.V. Dyer, see: Thundering Down Through the Corridors of Time – How Geneva
Illinois Got Its Name – Rod's Ramblings and Ruminations (genevanotes.com)
96
Moses Wright was a widower when he married Polly Olin. Moses’ first wife was Polly’s one-year older sister Sally.
The sisters’ father was Judge Henry Olin. Fanny Clifford Conant, the mother of Augustus Conant, was the second
wife of Ebenezer Conant. C.V. Dyer’s mother was Susannah Olin, daughter of Judge Gideon Olin, who was the uncle
of Judge Henry Olin. The Green Mountain Boys were called “The Bands of Cousins” for a reason after they took
nearby Fort Ticonderoga from the British on May 10, 1875, and by doing so provided General Henry Knox,
Washington’s Artillerist, with his entire suite of cannons.

adopted tradition later termed “chain migration.”97 Augustus Conant was the first link in the Conant
tribe’s Illinois chain.
Augustus traversed Northern Illinois from Chicago to the City of Quincy (via Keokuk. IA) on the
Mississippi alone and mostly on foot in the fall of 1832, just weeks after the Black Hawk War had ended
— more on this later. The Black Hawk War saw the ambush and murder of Dunker Preacher Adam Payne
(brother of Batavia, IL, settler Christopher Payne) and the massacre at Indian Creek. The War was fought
over the ground that Augustus trekked over alone. Conant then returned to Vermont to describe Illinois’
virtues. Sending a son as a scout for good available land was a common strategy.
Conant’s Diary of his 1832 trek was available to Rev. Robert Colyer when Colyer wrote a biography of
Conant in 1868. In September, Augustus departed from Pittsford, VT, a month before his 21st birthday.
Augustus headed west at the same age as his friend and colleague, Reverend Fuller, did eleven years
later. Augustus traveled via the Champlain Canal from Whitehall, NY, to the confluence of the Hudson
and Mohawk Rivers near Troy, New York. Conant made Rochester and the Genesee Valley in New York
via the Erie Canal in one week. He passed through Newark in Wayne County on the Canal 20 miles east
of Rochester on the same day. Two months earlier, Dr. C.V. Dyer, the Assistant Marshall of the Newark
4th of July celebration, proposed a toast to “Washington Irving – the hero of American literature.”98
Toasting not-with-standing, Dyer was in 1832 the President of the Arcadia Township, Wayne Co., New
York, Young Men’s Temperance Society with 80 members. 99
Augustus, in reality, passed just south of Rochester, where lies the town of Pittsford, NY, and Lock 62 of
the old Erie Canal. 100 The Township of Pittsford was settled in 1789 and incorporated in 1796. The
Village of Pittsford was incorporated in 1827. Both township and village were named by Colonel Caleb
Hopkins, War of 1812 hero, for his birthplace, Pittsford, Vermont. 101 Part of the chain migration story is
that the U.S. is dotted with towns named after the towns of origin of early settlers. Geneva, NY, is 30
miles E.S.E. of Pittsford, NY.
Augustus “found friends in Buffalo” and then took the lake steamer Superior bound for Detroit. 102
His Uncle Luther Conant may have been among the first Conants to settle in Kane County as he “Died
suddenly in the field at the close of the day's labor” at Geneva on August 8, 1835. Rev. Conant’s sister
Harriet died in Desplaines in 1839, and Augustus made her coffin. Another sister, Fanny Amelia Conant
Philips, came to Geneva in 1850 with her family. 103 Betsey Kelsey came to Des Plaines with the family of
97

"Chain migration lured and assisted many settlers.... personal correspondence and visits prompted most chain
migration...in frontier Illinois. It smoothed transitions from known, settled conditions to relatively alien, fluid
situations.... Chain migration promoted certainty in chaotic times." Davis, James. Frontier Illinois. Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1998. p83-4.
98
The Western Argus (Lyons, Wayne County, NY), 11 July 1832, p3, col 5,6.
99
Third Annual Report of the New-York State Society for the Promotion of Temperance, The Society. 1832. p94.
100
Conant traversed Lock 62 of the original Erie Canal, remnants of which can still be seen in the 19 acre Lock 62
Canal Park in Pittsford, NY. Video link: (1489) Long Abandoned Lock 62 of the Famous Erie Canal - Pittsford, New
York - YouTube
101
Pittsford, New York - Wikipedia
102
Colyer, p32.
103
Conant, Frederick Odell. A History and Genealogy of the Conant Family in England and America, Thirteen
Generations, 1520-1887: Containing Also Some Genealogical Notes on the Connet, Connett and Connit
Families. United States: Private print. [Press of Harris & Williams], 1887. p344. Harris W. Phillips, son of Jacob,
married Fanny [Amelia], daughter of Eben Conant in 1827, and located on the home farm…resided on that farm
until 1850, when he sold his share it to Orin, and removed to Illinois [Geneva]. Caverly, Abiel Moore. History of the

Sophronia Conant Hoard, the daughter of Augustus’ Uncle John. Dr. Dyer spent his first winter in Illinois
near Plainfield, where his brother George had settled. Louisa Gifford came to Elgin (where she married
Dr. Dyer) because her brother James Gifford and other kin first settled Elgin’s east side. 104

Town of Pittsford, Vt: With Biographical Sketches and Family Records. United States: Tuttle & Company,
printers, 1872. p382-333.
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Thundering down the corridors…

V. Hezekiah and Francis Henry Grice
We may enjoy our natural rights,
For negros there are viewed as men
And there thought as good as white.
William Wordsworth, “Toussaint Louverture” (1802)

Heeding the encouragement of the Republic of Hayti President Jean-Pierre Boyer, some 13,000 free
American Blacks took advantage of land grants from the Haitian government. The father of Francis
Henry Grice, Hezekiah, was among the emigrants. 105 Francis was born in Port au Prince, Hayti, in 1824.
Francis Henry Grice, daguerreotypist and sculptor in wax, was a polymath, as was his father, Hezekiah
Grice. The scant demographic information on Francis is mainly tied to his father through two newspaper
articles. 106 The first appeared in the New York Tribune on September 17, 1855. 1855 is also currently
given as the estimated year for all of F. Grice's 52 images in the Library of Congress. The Photographer's
Identities Catalog listed Francis Grice as "active" in New York in 1855 and San Francisco in 1866. 107
The deeper the dive into the life of F.H. Grice (as he signed himself in contributions to the San Francisco
Elevator in the late 1860s and early 1870s), the murkier the details become. "F. Grice," who made the
daguerreotypes of the Conants and Arthur Fuller, created those images in the summer of 1844, but he
appears to have been nine years old at the time if his age given in the 1880 U.S. Census and his death
records is correct. In the 1880 U.S. Census, his age is 42, and his occupation as “Artist.” His place of birth
was "Hayti." His father was listed as born in Maryland and his mother in Virginia.

The year of birth for many Black persons in the late 18th and early 19th centuries was determined by
estimate. Black churches were usually poor and often did not keep birth, marriage, and baptism records.
Or the records were destroyed, often via arson. In his first autobiography, Frederick Douglass stated: "I
have no accurate knowledge of my age, never having seen any authentic record containing it." 108
Hezekiah's year of birth is given to have been 1801, and his oldest child Elizabeth's birth was 1814.
Although all Grice sons used Henry as their middle name, Hezekiah's wife and Elizabeth's mother are not
identified. Elizabeth married Reverend William Douglass in 1826. These dates are difficult to reconcile.
Hezekiah was born in Baltimore and apprenticed to a farmer. After the wife of his master whipped him,
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For a history of Black US American consideration of Haiti, see: Fanning, Sara, Caribbean Crossings: African
Americans and the Haitian Emigration Movement. New York: New York US, 2014.
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“Hayti [sic].” New York Tribune, 19 Sept 1855, p6. Bell, PA: “Men we have known, number one: Hezekiah Grice.”
The Elevator, San Francisco, 16 August 1867, p2.
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The sources listed in the catalog do not identify the newspaper articles. “Francis Grice, American, active 1850’s.”
The New York Public Library / Photographers' Identities Catalog, PIC ID: 283919.
108
Douglass, Frederick. Narrative of the life of Frederick Douglass, an American slave. Written by himself. [With]
Appendix. United Kingdom: n.p., 1851. p9.

he returned to Baltimore. 109
The most precise date of birth for Hezekiah is September 28, 1801, and the most exact place as Calvert
County in the State of Maryland. This information is on a passport application where he swore that he
was a "native-born" citizen. But this seemingly routine document belies its fraught background. H. Grice
had traveled back and forth between Port au Prince, Hayti, and New York or Philadelphia several times
between 1824 and 1862, when he died. His passport application and acceptance represented a
calculated legal avenue to proof of full U.S. citizenship long before the 15th Amendment was passed.
Grice and his passport
witness, biographer,
and friend, the Black
Editor of the AngloAfrican Magazine,
Robert Hamilton, were
not just knocking on
the door of free Black
citizenship. They were
pushing the door
open. Black “people of
color” often held in
hand affirmations of
their citizenship. Black
sailors, patent holders,
and passport bearers
carried such
documents. 110
Fortunately, the story
of Hezekiah Grice as
he gave it during a
conversation with
Robert Hamilton in
New York in 1859
provides some details
of Grice’s life. 111
Hezekiah Grice was
"native-born" to free
Black parents, but as a person of color, he was not a full citizen of the United States, albeit nominally
"free." Hezekiah in Baltimore gained a liberal, if not formally documented, education. Later in life, he
was admired for his fluency in the French language, legal knowledge, map-making and surveying skills,
mathematical abilities, and skills as a civil and mechanical engineer. He was also a spiritualist and a
phrenologist.
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"Wesley, Charles." (howard.edu)
Jones, Martha S. Birthright Citizens: A History of Race and Rights in Antebellum America. Studies in Legal History.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018. doi:10.1017/9781316577165.
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Hamilton, Robert. “The First Colored Convention.” The Anglo-African Magazine, Vol 1, No 10, October 1859.
p305-310.
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In 1817 Hezekiah was “apprenticed to a man some 200 miles off in the South-east. Arriving at his field of
labor, he worked hard for nearly a week and received poor fare in return. One day while at work near
the house, the mistress came out and gave him a furious scolding, so furious, indeed, that her husband
mildly interfered; she drove the latter away and threatened to take the Baltimore out of the lad with the
cow hide, &c.; at that moment, to use his expression, the lad became converted, this is, he determined
to be his own master as long as he lived.”
At age 23, he sold ice from his cart, was a butcher in Baltimore “Ellicott’s establishment,” and was later a
"carver and gilder" in Hayti. 112 Hezekiah wrote well, was politically adept, and was an excellent manager.
From 1843 to 1854, Hezekiah Grice's accumulated skill set landed him the position of Director of Public
Works for the City of Port au Prince. 113
Young Hezekiah was said to have cut up four hundred and fifteen “porkers” in one day. Impressing the
Ellicott family was significant. Quakers Joseph, John, and Andrew Ellicott were involved in many
endeavors in Baltimore including flour, iron, and copper mills. They supported education for everyone.
Soon the Baltimore Quakers were joined by a Philadelphian.
Benjamin Lundy, the wealthy Philadelphia Quaker, arrived in Baltimore in 1824 from Ohio via
Tennessee. In 1825 Benjamin Lundy went to Haiti to negotiate with Boyer's government on behalf of a
group of former slaves and to investigate the newly arrived American emigrants' situation. He made
another trip with a party of ex-slaves in 1829.
Lundy sent Jonathan Walker (who later shared a train ride with young Arthur Fuller) to Texas to see
about setting up a site in Northern Mexico for free Blacks. 114 Hezekiah Grice's ties with Lundy reinforce
the notion that Grice went to Hayti in 1824.
In August of 1824, Rev. Richard Allen of Philadelphia’s African Methodist Episcopal Church wrote a letter
to Haitian President Jean Pierre Boyer about the glorious prospect of Black Americans emigrating to
Hayti. Referring to the Haitian Republic as a "refuge where [we] will enjoy the blessings of freedom and
Equality," Allen told Boyer that he had compiled a list of nearly 500 potential émigrés – and that he had
recently dispatched a group of 50 free black people there. 115 Hezekiah Grice collaborated with Allen
until Allen died in 1831.
In 1824, Haitian President Jean Pierre Boyer had sent "Citizen" Jonathas Granville to Baltimore to recruit
free Blacks to emigrate to the island nation republic. A meeting was held at the Baltimore African
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American Bethel A.M.E. Church, and some members of the Baltimore Black community signed on.
Among them was minister/teacher William Watkins116 a long-time friend and fellow Black activist of
Hezekiah Grice. 117 Although the pair strongly opposed free Black colonization to Africa, voluntary
emigration to a free-soil haven where Blacks enjoyed unfettered full citizenship was another matter.
Circumstantial evidence strongly suggests that Hezekiah and his family emigrated to Haiti in about 1824.
But neither Grice nor Watkins stayed there more than a year or two, though Hezekiah Grice later
returned to Hayti in 1832 or 1833.
In the July and October numbers of the fourth volume of The Dial were published two articles describing
a "Voyage to Jamaica" and life on that island. They were written by Benjamin P. Hunt, a friend and
student of Ralph Waldo Emerson. From 1840-1844 The Dial was the magazine of the Transcendentalists.
Margaret Fuller edited The Dial from 1840 to 1843 when financial difficulty ended its first run.
On May 25, 1843, in the New York Weekly Tribune, Horace Greeley reported suspension of The Dial as
an end to the "most original and thoughtful periodical ever published in this country." 118 Greeley liked
the magazine so much that he hired Arthur Buckminster Fuller's older sister Margaret as a literary critic.
Margaret's temporary unemployment permitted her to take her Summer on the Lakes in 1843 when she
met Augustus and Betsey Conant in Geneva, Illinois. 119
In May 1842, Benjamin Hunt went to Hayti, and in a few years, he was at the head of a wealthy
commercial house in Port au Prince. Emerson wrote of Hunt's prose that "inasmuch as it realizes so fully
for me the promises of the large, wise boy who made my school-days in Chelmsford [in 1826-8] so glad
by his lively interest in books and his native delight in ethical thought; and life looks more solid and rich
to me when I see these many years keep their faith." 120
Hunt wrote in 1860: "Of all Boyer's thirteen thousand American immigrants [to Hayti] of 1824-1827, I
never found nor heard of one who, after 1836, was living on the land assigned him by the government
on his arrival. A considerable number of these immigrants, and probably some of the best of them, and
those who had means, returned to the United States. The general character of the remainder, with
some exceptions, was rather poor, as may be gathered from the song of departure of those who went
from Philadelphia.”
"Brothers, let us leave
For Port-au-Prince in Hayti,
There we'll be receive
Grand as La Fayet-te. 121
"No more tote the hod,
Nor with 'nail and stickee,
Nasty, dirty rag
Out of gutter pickee."
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Hunt also wrote:
"During the seventeen years [1842-1859] that I have been resident in, or conversant with Hayti,
I can call to mind but thirteen Americans of African blood, who have been what might be called
"successful" in that country, and several of this number were only moderately so. Six of these
immigrants were from New Orleans, or parts adjacent, and of course spoke French on arrival.
The other seven were from South Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania, —two being
from the latter State. Three, perhaps more, of the thirteen, went young to Hayti. [Hezejiah Grice
was 23 in 1824] Seven of them were merchants or traders, four were mechanics, two were
lawyers, and all were men of color or mulattoes."
Hezekiah Grice almost certainly was Hunt's man from Maryland though he could have been categorized
in any or all of the four listed occupations. He was not a rag-picker. He also, like the Louisianians, spoke
fluent French by 1842. 122
Ultimately Hezekiah Grice was primarily responsible for conceiving and convening a Black convention in
Philadelphia on September 15, 1830. He collaborated with Rev. Richard A. Allen. This was the first
national Black meeting to address the issues surrounding the abolition of slavery, full citizenship for free
Blacks in the U.S., and the alternative of emigration to Canada or Haiti. 123 Having once tried Haiti, Grice
seemed to favor Canada in 1830, as he created and published a map for illustrating routes to a suitable
area in Canada. He sold copies for twenty-five cents each.
On April 2, 1830, Grice sent a circular “to prominent colored men in the free States, requesting their
help in organizing a convention….” Four months elapsed with no replies. In July, he visited his friend
William Lloyd Garrison, who referenced the recently published (1829) Walker’s Appeal, said the cause
may be right, “…yet it was too early to have published such a book.” 124
Both Garrison and Grice soon dialed up their urgency. On August 11th Grice received an urgent request
to come to Philadelphia to consult with Bishop Allen of the A.M.E. Church. A circular from New York
reached Philadelphia endorsing Grice’s plan. The three New York signers included Thomas J. Jinnings,
the first Black to hold a U.S. Patent who became a friend and close collaborator of Grice.
Allen informed Hezekiah Grice: “My dear child, we must take some action immediately, or else these
New Yorkers will get ahead of us.” The convention of the men of color of the United States was held in
Philadelphia on 15th September 1830 with Hezekiah Grice in attendance. The convention urged
emigration to Canada, Grice, of course, providing a printed map for twenty-five cents a copy. The
American Colonization Society was censured with strong resolutions. Another meeting was set for June
1831.
Hamilton insisted that the name of Grice should be mentioned in the same breath as his fellow
122
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Marylanders Nat. Turner, Frederick Douglass, and other Blacks then included in Appleton’s New
Encyclopedia. Hezekiah was “… in the prime of his young manhood, he must have presented the front of
one equal to any fortune, able to achieve any undertaking. Standing six-foot-high, well-proportioned, of
a dark bronze complexion, broad brow, and that stamp of features out of which the Greek sculptor
would have delighted to mould [sic] the face of Vulcan – he was, to the fullest extent, a working man of
such sort and magnetism as would lead his fellows where he listed.” Hamilton insisted that it was Grice
who crystalized the forces that “…attracted Garrison, the Tappans, Jocelyn, and others of that noble
host” to the cause of abolition. 125
Grice did not attend the Second Convention. Instead, he formed a “Legal Rights Association,”
collaborating with Watkins, Deaver, and others. Back in Baltimore in 1830, Hezekiah was still deeply
troubled by his less-than-complete rights as a citizen in Maryland and became well-read in constitutional
law. He could not vote, captain a merchant ship, take out a patent, nor gain a passport. He was troubled
by the "Colonization" movement, supported by prominent white politicians, to return free Blacks to
Africa voluntarily if possible but forcefully if necessary.
Grice retained the former Attorney General, William Wirt (who lived a few blocks from Grice in
Baltimore), to advise him on proceeding. Wirt was willing to collect usual fees ($50), and he did provide
both sympathy and private legal affirmation for Grice's position but was unwilling to file actions. Other
prominent white Philadelphia attorneys (Henry Binney and John Sargent) retained by Grice followed the
same path as Wirt. 126 “This is what Mr. Grice terms his ‘Dred Scott case’ – and so it was. Grice did
attend the Convention of 1832, but “…was not permitted to sit as a full member! - Saul ejected from
among the Prophets!” Hamilton described Grice as “…chagrined at the colored people of the United
States, …” so he [again?] migrated to Hayti.” 127
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Nat Turner's slave revolt in November of 1831 also
set in motion forces that influenced Hezekiah Grice
in 1832 or 1833 to opt for Hayti again and the
promise of full citizenship and fuller employment of
his many talents. The “Black elite of Philadelphia did
not completely accept him,” which may have been a
factor. 128 However, John Allen, Bishop Richard A.
Allen’s son, also emigrated to Hayti, remained on the
island for many years, and established himself as a
printer. 129
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This relocation to Haiti was not Grice’s first trip
there, nor his last. He traveled back and forth to the
U.S. every two or three years to visit New York after
1832. He was welcomed by “…the arcana of such
men as James J. Mapes, the Bensons, the Durhams,
and at the various works, where steam and iron obey
human ingenuity.” At the time of Hamilton’s
interview of Grice, the latter was “lodging at the
house of the widow of his old friend Thomas L.
Jinnings, 133 Reade Street.” Hamilton closed by
expressing his regret that Grice had gone to Hayti.
“And where, in the wide world, in what region, or
under what sun, could he so effectually have labored
to elevate the black man, as on this soil and under
American institutions? 130

Hezekiah Grice was in his early 20's in 1824, and he had connections with other prominent free Black
Americans who emigrated to Haiti. Several thousand American free Blacks emigrated to Haiti in 1824,
and large numbers continued until 1826, when the Haitian government stopped paying for their
transportation and making land grants. After this, U.S. Blacks continued moving to Haiti, but the
numbers were never as high as 1824–1826. 131
Another Free Black American who traveled to Haiti in 1824 was Robert Douglass, Jr. Robert was the
brother of Sarah Mapps Douglass. Both were the children of Grace Bustil Douglass and Robert Douglass,
Sr. Hezekiah Grice's daughter (sister?) Elizabeth (1814-1853) married Rev. William Douglass. The latter
was a child of William Douglass and Ruth Bustil, the sister of Grace Bustil. After Elizabeth Grice Douglass
died in 1853, Rev. William Douglas married Sarah Mapps Douglass. Rev. William Douglass had
accompanied his father (brother?)-in-law Hezekiah Grice to the Philadelphia Convention in September
1830. 132
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Both Rev. William Douglass and Sarah Mapps Douglass were descendants of Cyrus Bustill. 133 The Bustill
family is a notable American family of predominantly African, European, and Lenape Native
American descent. The family has included artists, educators, journalists, and activists against slavery
and Jim Crow. 134
The connections between the active abolitionist families of Grice and Douglass continued in Hayti, as
Robert, Jr., returned to Hayti from 1837 to 1839. Robert Douglass, Jr., studied under famed portraitist
Thomas Sully at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in Philadelphia. Despite the rejection of his
application for an American passport by the U.S. Secretary of State because "the people of color were
not citizens and therefore had no right to passports to foreign countries," the French and British allowed
him to stay and travel in Europe.
This European trip created an opportunity for Robert Douglass to learn from Daguerre himself how to
produce daguerreotypes, a revolutionary process of photography just introduced by the Frenchman
Louis Daguerre. 135 Douglass' proficiency as a portrait painter, engraver of lithographs, and
daguerreotypist must have influenced Francis H. Grice, who likely was about 15 years old in 1839.
Robert Douglas, Jr., was later a recognized leader in education in Philadelphia.
In a letter to P. H. Bell, the editor of the San Francisco Elevator, Francis Grice mentioned his three
brothers, G.H. (George), Hezekiah, Jr., and William H. Grice. 136 Francis alone of the four was born in
Haiti, according to Francis himself. Francis does not give the name(s) of his or his brothers' mother(s),
and this information has not been found elsewhere. There were seven "Free Colored Persons" in the
Hezekiah Grice household in Ward 3, Baltimore, enumerated in the 1830 U.S. Census. The four brothers
were part of the seven, most likely. 137
In the Presidential Offices of the Haitian leader was a large glass display case of wax sculptures of all the
fruits that could be cultivated on the Island. These were the creations of Francis Grice. 138
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Although Bell wrote
that Hezekiah had five
sons and four
daughters, only the
four sons and possibly
Elizabeth have been
confirmed. Therefore,
strong circumstantial
evidence suggests that
Hezekiah had been in
Haiti in the 1824-5
period. That would
mean that Francis H.
Grice, who wrote that
he was born in Hayti,
first drew breath in
1824-5.
In his missives to P.A.
Bell, the Black Editor of
the San Francisco
Elevator newspaper,
F.H. Grice names his
father as "the "late"
Hezekiah Grice and
brothers William
"dentist and surveyor"
and G. H. "dentist" and
Hezekiah Junior "civil
engineer."
No U.S. birth certificate
for F.H. Grice has been
located. But then, neither has one been found for his sister Elizabeth or his three identified brothers.
Francis places his birth own in Hayti. In support of this is that he applied for and obtained naturalized
U.S. citizenship later.

The Elevator, San Francisco, 5 Feb 1869.

Francis Grice's sister (aunt?) Elizabeth married
Reverend William Douglass of Maryland. 139 This gets
confusing. Elizabeth Grice and Rev. Wm. Douglass
had nine children. Elizabeth died in about 1854, and
widower Wm. Douglass in 1855 married Sarah
Mapps Douglas, the daughter of Robert Douglass
and Grace Bustil Douglass. 140
Like many prosperous Philadelphia families, the
Douglass’s educated Sarah and her brother Robert
at home with private tutors. As noted, Robert Jr., a
painter who studied at the Philadelphia Academy of
the Fine Arts, opened a portrait and daguerreotype
studio. He also sold his sister's hand-painted silk
scarves. He [Robert, Jr.] was among the hundreds of
Black Philadelphians who emigrated to Haiti in 1824,
many of them returning to the United States within
a year. 141
In 1820, at the age of 16, Sarah opened a school for
Black children. She later studied anatomy at the
Female Medical College of Pennsylvania and the
Ladies' Institute of Pennsylvania Medical University
and taught health classes in her home to Black
women. For nearly 25 years, she was a teacher and
administrator at the Institute for Colored Youth,
where she pioneered the introduction of scientific
subjects into the curriculum.
The stage was set in Hayti for the Grice brothers to learn daguerreotyping skills. And a single tantalizing
139
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clue exists that suggests they learned well. The “Grice
brothers” made a daguerreotype of Haytian President Fabre
Geffrard that became an engraving for the frontispiece of
James Redpath’s A Guide to Hayti, published in 1861. 142
Geffrard was involved in the military coup that ousted
President Boyer in 1844. He was advanced to the rank of
Brigadier general in that year. After leading his own military
coup, he became the Haytian ruler from 1859 to 1867. 143
At what age Geffrard stood for the daguerreotype is difficult
to ascertain from the engraving. Geffrard was 44 in 1850. He
had been in the Haytian Army since the age of 16. His
military officer’s uniform would have been worn from about
1840 until he and his family fled to Jamaica in 1868. And, of
course, we cannot know which Grice brothers captured the
image, but Francis may well have been one of them.
James Redpath, like Margaret Fuller, was hired by Horace
Greely. Redpath was sent to Kansas, where he befriended
John Brown. Redpath played a role in preserving the known
daguerreotypes of Brown.
Francis Grice may
have arrived in Utah in
1848. But did he stay?
Twenty years later, Grice was in San Francisco and then moved to
Elko in NE Nevada, some 200 miles west of Salt Lake City. Did he
return to Salt Lake City in about 1872, or was this his first arrival?
His letters to the Elevator indicate that he was involved in silver
mining (at a Mine named “Elevator” in Nevada. He seems to have
continued his passion for sculpting in wax (he was listed as “artist”
in the 1880 census), but evidence has not been found that he
continued as a U.S. daguerreotypist after about 1850. He became
a restaurant proprietor and owner in Salt Lake City.
Francis Grice wrote one of his many letters to the editor of the San
Francisco Elevator, published July 10, 1868. 144 The letter reveals
that Francis was associated with two remarkable San Franciscans.
Editor P.A. Bell had become acquainted during the Philadelphia
Black conventions with Hezekiah Grice almost forty years prior.
This is evidenced by Bell’s inaugural 1867 “Men We Have Known”
column that lauded Hezekiah Grice and mentions Francis H.
Grice. 145
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In his July 10 letter, Francis pays homage to the famed Black barber poet, James Monroe Whitfield. 146
The occasion was the ending of Whitfield’s term as “Most Worshipful Grand Master of the State of
California.” Francis Grice “… under his administration… had the honor of being appointed assistant grand
secretary to that intelligent and noble assembly.” Francis offered his approbations “in the name of the
Grand Orient of Hayti dear to every
Haytian Mason.”
Francis Grice and James Monroe
Whitfield had both been involved with
colonization movements. Whitfield
favored Central America as a
destination for U.S. free Blacks. He
spent two years there Grice was
doubtless among the two thousand
people who heard the San Francisco
oration by Dr. Ezra R. Johnson and
Whitfield’s recitation of his famous
1867 poem at a celebration
commemorating the fourth
anniversary of the Emancipation
Proclamation.
Two ships sailed to the New World in
1620, marking the dual beginnings of
America and slavery. 147
Francis Grice and J.M. Whitfield went
together to Elko, NV, in 1869,
apparently enticed by the silver
mania. They both responded
generously to Editor P.A. Bell’s appeal
for donations to keep California’s only
Afro-American newspaper afloat.
Whitfield wrote, “I send by Pacific
Union Express the sum of thirty-six
Dollars and Fifty Cents to be applied
toward the indebtedness on the
Elevator. I am also authorized to say
that commencing with the 1st of
September you may count on
receiving for the Elevator fund $2 per
month until further notice from T.
Detter, F.H, Grice and J.M. Whitfield
respectively.”148
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In June of 1873, Grice wrote, “after a long silence and arduous labors during last season in
superintending mining interest of the Elevator Mining Company, by being secretary thereof and in
charge of all papers pertaining to the same, I again renew my correspondence. My whole attention has
been centered in that direction, and in addition, my last and long sickness.”
This letter from Elko offered some
interesting insights into Francis Grice’s
personal history. “Mr. Editor, allow me
to introduce myself to you for the first
time as a citizen of the United States by
naturalization, after 12 years of
residence under this government.
Shortly after the ratification of the 15th
Constitutional Amendment and the
amendment of the naturalization laws
whereby colored aliens could be
naturalized my esteemed friend,
Charles M Wilson, endeavored with all his might to have me renounce my allegiance to the Republic of
Haiti and become an American citizen. 149
Grice’s June 7th, 1873, letter was written from Salt Lake
City, Utah Territory. His U.S. citizenship certificate was
dated and signed on June 28, 1872, in Utah territory. The
phrase “12 years of residence under this government”
indicates that Francis Grice had resided continuously in the
United States since around 1860. His father, Hezekiah, died
in Hayti in about 1862. Hezekiah’s last known visit to the
U.S. was in 1859 when he traveled from Port-au-Prince to
New York, listed as an “engineer,” aboard the A.C. Brum. 150
No other Grices were listed on the passenger manifest of
14 persons.
“On last Thursday Mr. and Mrs. Leggroan, (colored), were
baptized in the Mormon Church; now they are members of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints.” This
information was included in the July 7th letter and indicated
Grice’s familiarity with and interest in the Salt Lake City
Black community.
Grice’s friend and New Hampshire native James Monroe
Whitfield apparently also had become ill during this period.
Whitfield returned from Nevada to San Francisco, where
he died of heart disease on April 23, 1871, at the age of 49.
The relationship between Mormonism and Masonry
deserves mention since Joseph and Hyrum Smith and apparently their father, Joseph Smith, Sr., were
Freemasons. While most see at least some superficial similarities in their rites, the depth of other
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resemblances has resulted in conflicting soundings. Blacks had their own “Prince Hall Freemasonry,” to
which Grice and Whitfield adhered.
Francis Grice’s “thanks to our friends” letter of 1875 reflects Lincoln-like insight into the state of affairs.
Francis could see that race relations had come a long way and had a long road ahead. He took a tone of
cautious optimism when he sardonically observed that racial “social equality” had finally become a twoway proposition. 151
The Francis Henry Grice narrative has a gap from about 1850 until around 1860. He has been listed as
one of the seven Black Male Utah Mormons in 1849: “Though reliable information is very scanty,
there appear to have been very few Negro Mormons in 1849. Only seven of the twenty thus far
identified were men, and three of these were slaves; two of the four freemen had already been
given the priesthood.” 152 The Grices are part of the oral history of pre-Civil War Salt Lake City, even as
their roles (and even presence) are as yet undocumented.
“NOBODY KNOWS THE TROUBLE I’VE SEEN SOLO
NARRATOR: Free Blacks who were members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints came to
Utah from Missouri in 1848. Among these was the Grice family.
THE GRICE FAMILY – IDA & ELLA GRICE
IDA: Francis and Martha Grice lived in Butlerville in the early days of Utah. To this couple were born two
sons, Wallace and Albert. They later adopted us: I’m Ida, and this is my sister, Ella.
ELLA: Our home was a large building of granite stones, about as big as your head, set together with sand
and lime mortar. We were law-abiding neighbors, but an unfortunate incident occurred.
IDA: A neighbor, Charles Colbrook, 153 had nine head of fine colts. They all died of poisoning. Daddy was
accused and public sentiment built up against him and the rest of us. We finally moved away.
ELLA: Mr. Colbrook later learned that Daddy was innocent, but we had gone from the home we had built
and had located in the vicinity of Boise, Idaho. It was here that Mother died in 1912 and was buried.
NARRATOR: The Grice house in Butlerville stood vacant for many years; finally, it was torn down. Their
descendants located homes in Idaho and California.”154
The above excerpt is from a play also drawn from Ruth Carter’s history of Blacks in Utah. The Grice
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family is placed in the Little Cottonwood Heights area in the now-defunct town of Butlerville, Utah. 155
F.H. Grice played a role in the Republican Party Convention of July 1891, where he made the motion to
appoint the Committees on Credentials and on Organization, the first action of the convention. F.H.
Grice and William McGhei, Jr., were duly seated as the Delegates for Butlerville. 156
Harvey entered the restaurant and asked Francis Grice for a job. Grice proposed that Harvey become a
laborer on the Grice farm on the outskirts of town. The pay was to be $2 per day, and he informed
Harvey that the distance to the farm was 12 miles. 157 Harvey responded “belching” profanities and
declared that he would not travel such a distance to do a slave’s farm chores. Not wishing to pursue the
matter further, Grice asked Harvey to exit the restaurant. Grice was said to have attempted to physically
aid the job applicant’s exit. Harvey then brandished a large revolver, at which point Martha Grice began
shouting and stamping her feet ominously. Harvey exited the restaurant's back door into the alley to the
east.
Frances Grice telephoned police headquarters at the City Hall to request the presence of Chief of Police
Andrew Burt, and that officer immediately started for the scene of the quarrel. Grice had gone out the
front door and seeing the Chief coming, beckoned him to hurry. The object of their joint search was
soon seen approaching from the east up Second South St. with a just-then-purchased short repeating
rifle in one hand and the pistol previously spoken of in the other. When Harvey had approached within
talking distance, he asked, “are you an officer?”
Mr. Burt replied in the affirmative and immediately received a rifle round just above the left nipple, the
projectile having previously “gone through the left arm passing through the region of the heart and
lungs and coming out the other side and penetrating the right arm making five distinct wounds.” Burt
groaned and staggered into Smith's drugstore in front of which the brief transaction had taken place.
“His cane fell from his hands, and he expired almost immediately.” None of the accounts indicated that
any of the three pursuers, Grice, Burt, and Wilcken, was armed.
The slayer's name was “Joe Harvey,” according to the Herald. He was once in the U.S. Army and
“through his fighting proclivities was dubbed US Harvey. He was a tall, athletic fellow and is said to have
been somewhat cranky.” Watermaster Wilcken, also a sworn police officer, had been standing
nearby. 158 He immediately rushed upon Harvey, and a desperate struggle ensued. The Black man tried to
get a shot at Mr. Wilcken, a large Scot. The bystanders took cover, and Wilcken was left to do combat
alone and unaided. Harvey fired one pistol shot that passed through the Wilcken’s arm, inflicting only a
flesh wound. “E. Able” (sometimes Abel or Ables), a Black man, came to Wilcken’s aid. He wrestled with
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Harvey just as he was about to fire another shot. Other officers soon
arrived, and Harvey was arrested and taken to the city jail, “followed
and preceded by an immense mass of people.”
Some later writers attributed the heroic action that saved Officer
Wilcken to Elijah Able, Sr., the famed Black Mormon Priesthood
holder. However, he had not yet returned from his missionary
assignment back in the midwest. 159 Elijah Able, Jr., would have been a
better match for Harvey, as he was 22 years old and was employed as
a laborer. He was light-skinned and later assumed a white identity by
changing his date and place of birth. 160
The mob that followed Harvey to the City Jail wasted no time in
finding a hanging rope. No properly trained hangman came forward or
was saught. Harvey was not provided with a scaffold or a properly
prepared noose. Mormons who had suffered horrific injuries and
brutal murders themselves at the hands of angry mobs in both
Missouri and Illinois fell into the same rage trap and became passioninduced vigilantes. They “strung up” William “Sam Joe” Harvey and
watched him die by strangulation.
Francis and Martha Grice continued to farm and operate a restaurant
throughout the 1880s. They made some real estate investments and
purchased shares in mining companies. For the most part, their
restaurants named “Merchant’s Lunch Stand and Chop House” and
“The Fountain” were on the east side of the 100 Block of Main Street
in Block 70, first at 115 Main and later at 153 Main Street.
Briefly, they also ran a restaurant in Ogden and the Alta Hotel up the
Little Cottonwood Canyon in the mining town of Alta, where the

Emma Mine was operating in
1885. The hotel is visible at
the left edge of the
stereographic view. 161

The Emma Mine and Alta were dangerous places in the winter due to
avalanches. The Mine was not far from the Temple Quarry ruins.
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Francis carried out the mournful task of
administering the estate of his close friend Charles
C. Miles in 1891. 162 Miles had been the person
who urged Francis Grice to become a U.S. Citizen
some twenty years earlier.

Salt Lake Herald 2 April 1892, p3.

Some sources suggest that Francis and Martha left
Salt Lake City and cite the allegations of the
Colbrook poisoning of nine colts as the reason.
However, Francis died in Salt Lake City on February
3, 1893, “after a long illness.”163 He was buried
with Masonic Rites in Mt. Olivet Cemetery located
on the site of the U.S. Army’s Fort Douglas in Salt
Lake City. 164
What has been learned thus far about the Grice
daguerreotypes and the artist Francis Henry Grice
is made up of a patchwork of images and bits of
information. Grice was a scholar capable of
speaking and translating French. He had a creative
and artistic bent that was recognized by his
contemporaries. Almost to spite us, he worked in
wax as a sculptor. But a decent collection of his
photographic work is preserved, and a sizeable
number of images have not been digitalized.
The identities of subjects in the Library of Congress
Grice Gallery may answer many of our questions
about who, what, when, where, and why of Francis
Grice’s world.
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The Park Record, 11 Feb 1893. p3. “F H Grice died in Salt Lake City”
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Appendix A
Postscript: Only three Geneva. Illinois, structures are listed in the Historic American Buildings Survey
("HABS"): The Bristol Farmhouse, The Captain Charles Wells House, and the Unitarian Church.
Geneva owes much to the ladies of Roxbury, MA, as the Unitarians of that city, led by Polly Patten and
her family, raised and donated a total of $1168 towards the construction of the Church. (Christian
Register, May 13, 1843, p3.) Two Genevans were staunch early backers of Rev. Conant, though not
Unitarians.
One was "Esquire Miller," as Augustus called Hendrick Miller, Geneva's first Justice of the Peace.
("Esquire" or "Squire" was the title bestowed on early JP's.) (Collyer, 1868, p70) Hendrick rented to the
Conant family his little house (unceremoniously razed in 2017) halfway up the east side hill when
Augustus first arrived in Geneva in 1842. Miller then "took out the rent" of $50 as his own subscription
to the new Church. Miller also threw in the use of the little structure just to the west that he and his
oldest son William A. Miller established as a distillery in 1837. (Kane County Recorder Book 1, 1837.
p136-7).
This was where Augustus detected the "strong and abominable smell of alcohol" from the building's
upper floor "weekday school" and "Sunday sanctuary." Conant's Batavia flock gathered in the same
place fortnightly and observed "the place is more suitable for a woodshed or a barn." (Christian
Register, Saturday, Apr 01, 1843, Boston, MA. p2). Below was the lead soldered sour mash pit where
the corn was fermenting into alcohol while the Unitarians, noted for their strong abolition and
temperance tendencies, held their noses and prayed directly above. Conant's other notable Geneva
benefactor was James Brown, the man who accompanied Daniel Shaw Haight to scout out the present
site of Geneva before they claimed it.
James Brown was Conant’s other Geneva supporter. Brown and Samuel Sterling owned the Fox River
local water power rights, and Mrs. Cornelia Sterling taught school in the distillery. Brown, friend and
business partner of Samuel Sterling, donated the high-quality local limestone from which the church
was constructed using oak beams and pine trim. Later, in a ostentatious move likely would not have
been favored by Conant, the limestone was cemented over and scored into 12"x28" faux marble
blocks. (Obit of Mary Ross Brown," (Geneva Republican, 24 Oct 1896; WPA Official Project 65-1715.)
Leonard and David Howard were the masons and James Smart was also listed as a builder. (A Howard
Street still exists on Geneva's east side, and Leonard's wife was Mary Lincoln's psychic.) Eben and
Augustus Conant were also carpenters and were experienced in masonry construction.

“A.H.C. [Augustus Hammond Conant] to Messrs.
Editors, Geneva, Kane Co., Illinois, February 21, 1843.”
Christian Register Saturday, Mar 18, 1843. Boston, Mass.
p2.

Appendix B

Grice, F, photographer. Unidentified Woman and Girl, Seated Half-Length Portrait, Facing
Front., ca. 1855. [Rochester, New York] Photograph. https://www.loc.gov/item/2017648665/.

Possibly Betsey Kelsey Conant at age ~ 33 and Coretta Conant at
age ~ 7 in ca.1850

Title
Summary

[Unidentified woman and girl, seated half-length portrait, facing front]

Photograph shows woman and girl, probably mother and daughter, the woman wearing lace gloves.
Contributor Names
Grice, F. (Francis), photographer
Created / Published
[Rochester, New York], [ca. 1855]
Subject Headings
- Women--1850-1860
- Girls--1850-1860
- Mothers--1850-1860
- Daughters--1850-1860
Headings
Daguerreotypes--1850-1860.
Group portraits--1850-1860.
Portrait photographs--1850-1860.
Genre
Group portraits--1850-1860
Portrait photographs--1850-1860
Daguerreotypes--1850-1860
Notes
- Title devised by Library staff.
- Case (half): Leather; geometric design.
- Stamped on brass mat: F. Grice.
- Purchase; Lynn Maillet; 2017; (DLC/PP-2017:034).
- Forms part of: Daguerreotype collection (Library of Congress).
Medium
1 photograph: daguerreotype; plate 82 x 70 mm (sixth plate format), case 93 x 80 mm.
Call Number/Physical Location
DAG no. 1515 [P&P]
Source Collection
Daguerreotype collection (Library of Congress)
Repository
Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division Washington, D.C. 20540
USA http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/pp.print
Digital Id
ppmsca 51868 //hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/ppmsca.51868
Library of Congress Control Number
2017648665
Reproduction Number
LC-DIG-ppmsca-51868 (digital file from original)

This object raises more questions than it answers.
The brass metal overmat has “F. Grice” debossed in the corner in the usual position. American, British,
and European daguerreotypes may be found in wooden, thermoplastic composite or papier-mâché
frames. The plates will be contained in the same kind of plate packages that would otherwise be
presented in a case or passe-partout. The frame may either be original or a later addition.

The metal window overmat is identical in this object to the one of the ca.1844 case of image of Augustus
and Betsey. The 1844 case has two clasps, the 1850 case has one clasp. The cover of the case is missing
for both. The same can be said for the 1844 daguerreotype of Arthur B. Fuller.
The mother in the 1850 image with the young girl is wearing mitts similar to, but not identical with those
worn in the 1844 image.
All the other daguerreotypes featured in this essay were from the LOC’s 1996 Barboza purchase. Only
the one in this appendix 2 came from the 2017 LOC’s Maillet purchase. This indicates that the
mother/child image here was not together with any of the others when purchased. Mr. Barboza could
not recall where and when he made his purchases, mostly in the 1970’s) when interviewed by Mr.
Bishop. 165
The reader is encouraged to visit the essay of Mormon Historian Amy Tanner Thiriot on a carte de visite
of a Black Mormon woman likely to be Jane Manning James. 166 Ms Thiriot provides a useful checklist for
the identification of historical photos. She mentions Margaret Grice as one of the possible persons in the
image discussed.
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Appendix C
Patent and Map of the Grice Land, Salt Lake City
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